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!. AERODYNAMIC AND MECHANICAL DESIGN
H. E. Messenger and E. E. Kennedy
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division
United Aircraft Corporation
SUMMARY
A two-stage fall has been designed to demonstrate that the successful performance achieved
ira single-stage research programs can be extended to a two-stage fan. Concepts used in the
design1 include moderately high tip-sp,,. Is. high blade-aerodynamic-loadings, and multiple-
circular-arc airfoils. The important '_<_ia,, parameters are:
Overall Total Pressure Ratio
Overall Adiabatic Efficiency {%)
Parameters z:t inlet to first rotor:
Tip Diameter - inches (meters)
Tip Speed - ft/sec (meters/see)
Hub/Tip Ratio







The size of the two-stage fan w_,s governed by existing hardware and test facilities. Aerody-
namic design goals were basccl on typical performance reqtfirements of advanced multistage
f_ns. Design criteria for good efficiency and stall margin wet,.' based on test data from success-
ful single-stage fans. Axial spacing between blade rows was consistent with engine designs,
except at the first stator exit where an allowance was made for tangential traverse instrumen-
lation. The vanes for both starer rows were designed to have zero exit flow angle a_ all radii
and to be resettable -+10 degrees (. 17 radians) from the design stagger in increments of 2.5
dc_ces (0.044 radians).
Mechanical design included structural and vibration analyses. Predicted rotor aad stator
stresses due to static and dynamic loads are well withil: the capabilities of the materials selected.
Blades of the first rotor have a partspan shroud at 61 percent span from the hub to avoid reson-
ances. Blades of the second rotor are shroudless. Analyses predict that rotor blade and stator
vane flutter will not be a problem.
Split casings over the rotor tip sections have been designed to accommodate on-stand changes
required during the casing treatment test phase of the program. The casing design also provides
for the possible addition of inlet guide wines, and the rig is designed to permit testing of the
first stage alone.
INTRODUCTION
Advanced aircraft engines require lightweight, efficient fans and compressors with adequate
stall margin and high tolerance to inlet distortion. Many engine configurations for advanced
supersonic aircraft feature moderate bypass ratio, high pressure ratio fans. Multistage fans
are I_tsually required to meet these perfornmnce goals. The use of high tip-speeds and highly
loaded stages reduces the number of stages required.
Considerable experience with highly loaded single-stage fans has been gained from programs
conducted under NASA contracts and trom current fan research programs at Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft. A fan stagc with a tip speed of l600 ft/sec(487.7 m/sec)[ref. 1]achieved an overall
pressure ratio of 1,95 with an efficiency of 84.5 percent at 96.4 percent of design airflow.
Another highly loaded fan stage with a tip speed of 1000 ft/sec (304.8 m/secl lrcf. 2], achieved
an overall pressure ratio of 1.5 with an efficiency of 88.6 percent at 97.5 percent of the design
airflow. The success of these single-stage fans has confirmed certain basic design concepts and
led to valuable refinements of the techniques used to design the two-stage fan.
A logical extension of these research programs is the evaluation of a two-stage fan which
utilizes i,he advanced single-stage technology to provide a high pressure ratio at moderately
high tip-speeds. The two-stage program affords an opportunity to systematically investigate
the matching of stages which operate with high aerodynamic ioadings and rotor Mach numbers
greater than one. Adjustable stator vanes provide a means of varying vane setting angles to
improve stage matching.
Thc two-stage fan investigation consists of two principal tasks. Task 1 includes the aerodynamic
and mechanical design of the two-stage fan and testing of the basic configuration with uniform
inlet flow and with radial and circumferential inlet flow distortions. Task II includes tests of
ca:;ipg treatments over rotor tip sections aimed at improving stall margin and distortit, n toler-
arlce.
This report presents the aerodynamic and mechanical design details of the two-stage fan.
FLOWPATH AND VELOCITY VECTOR DIAGRAMS
Velocity vector diagrams at the leading and trailing edges of each blade row were used to design
the rotor and stator blade elements of the two-stage fan. Design of the flowpath a11d determina-
tion of these velocity vectors evolved from a series of iterations. Basic criteria such as hub/tip
ratio, tip speed, and specific flow at the inlet to the first rotor were governed by contract speci-
fication. The iterations were started using a reasonable flowpath shape, estimated flow block-
ages, and estimated efficiency profiles. An axisymmetric streamline analysis, outlined in
Appendix A, was used to obtain velocity vectors and llow conditions from which rotor and
stator blade elements were generated. The analysis accounts for radial equilibrium including
the effects of streamline curvature and for gradients of enthalpy and entropy. Flowpath calcula-
tion stations were then relocated to conform to blade edge locations; efficlencies were reesti-
mated using correlated blade element losses, and blockage inputs to the streamline analysis
calculation were adjusted to account for the partspan shroud of the first rotor. Subsequent
blade element designs were revised to conform with updated velocity vector calculations, and
the iterations were continued until the final flowpath design was compatible with blade element
designs and mechanical requirements. Performance parameters at the design point are summar-




Corrected l]ow - lbm/sec (kg/>cc): 184.2 (83.5)
Pressure Ratio Adiabatic Efficiency UA)
Local Local
(per blade row) Cumulative (per blade row) Cumulative
Rotor 1 1.787 1.787 89.4 *'_ 4
S:ator i .977 1.744 -- 85.4
Rotor 2 1.64o 2.872 89.2 86.2
Stator 2 .975 2.80 (, _ve:ai! ) 83.9 (overall)
l-he fan was designed without inlet guide v_nes (IGV) but with tile provision for adding a
variable camber IGV at a later date. Botl-: stators were designed to turn tile flow to the axial
direction, makir,.g it pr;:cti_al to test the first stage alone if desired. The first rotor inlet tip
diameter was selected as 31 inches (0.787,nI to permit use of existing hardware and to allow
adequate dri"e engine _lorsepower margin. With a required first rotor tip-speed of 1450 ft/sec
(441.96 m/sec), the design speed corrected to standard inlet conditions is 10,720 rpm. The
h-,let inner case diameter was held at a minimuln of 10 inches (.254 ml to permit clearance for
tile front bearing compartment. The specific flow at the inlet to the first rotor was set at
42 lbm/sec-ft- {205 kg/sec-m-), coqsistent with advanced fan technology. This, with the
specified hub/tip ratio of 0.4 and tile tip diameter chosen, yields a design inlet corrected flow
of 184.2 Ibm/see {83.5 kg/sec).
The average Mach number at the fan exit is approximately 0.5, a practical value for thrust
augmentation. Calculation of fan exit area was based on this exit Much number, together
with a value of fan exit corrected flow based on the predicted temperature rise for an overall
total prv.':sure ratio of 2.8.
F!owpath convergence and wall curvature between inlet and exit were used to control velocity
profiles and blade aerodynamic loadings ldiffusion factors) near the walls. Spanwise profiles
of mendional velocity at tile leading and trailiqg edges of the rotor blades and stator vanes are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. Rotor inlet and exit relative Mach numbers and stator inlet and
exit at_solute Mach numbers are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
D,;sign Ioadin_ (diffusion factors) for both rotors and stators (Figures 5 and 6) are moderately
high However. they are not in excess of levels at which good performance has been obtained,
as seen from a comparison with lo_dings for the NASA 1600 ft/sec (487.7 meters/see) tip-speed
[an [ref. I]. Aerodynamic loadings arc distributed fairly uniformly throughout the two-stage
f'
fan. Stator hub loading> are _'xpccted to bc most critic.it in _crins of stage stall margin although
s, mle flexibility is availab!c since the stator a_,_,l,,s ar_, rescttahk. +10 dc.,_',ces (. 17 radians)from
their design stagger in mcremcnt,_ or" 2.5 degrees {0.044 radiailsl.
Blockages were included in the aerodynamic design to account for boundary layer growth on
the casing walls and for presence of the partspan shroud at 61 percent span from the hub of
the first rotor. Boundary layer displacement thickness at the first rotor inlet was assumed
equal to that measured downstream of inlet bellmouths during Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
research programs. Growth of the wall displacement thickness through the blade rows ,q the
two-stage fan was estimated using a correlation developed by W. T. Hanley [ref. 3] wherein
growth along the casing walls is chiefly a function of wall static pressure gradient. To account
for the presence of the partspan shroud, a blockage equal to the percent of total annulus area
occupied by the shroud was applied at the exit of the first rotor and the inlet of the first stator,
and half this amount was used at the inlet of the first rotor. No allowance for shroud blockage
was applied at the first stator exit or other downstream stations. This procedure has been shown
to yield good agreement between calculated and experimentally determined _elocity distributions
of shrouded rotors similar to the first rotor of the two-stage fan. Total blockages, which were
input to the streamline analysis calculation at various axial locations (Table I1), were computed
as the sum of endwall blockages and shroud blockages. These blockages were applied equally
to all stream tubes at each of the axial loca_!ons.
TABLE II
ANNU LUS B LOCKAGES
Location Total Blockage (%)
Rotor 1 LE. 2.4
Rotor 1 T.E. to Stator 1 L.E. 4.1
Stator l T.E. to Rotor 2 L.E. 2.8
Rotor 2 T.E. to Stator 2 L.E. 3.8
Stator 2 T.E. 3.5
Predicted rotor and stator total loss coefficients for the final aerodynamic design are shown
in Figures 7 and 8, and predicted rotor adiabatic efficiency is given in Figure 9. The method
used to determine rotor and stator losses is discussed in Appendix B. Tabulations of aerody-
namic parameters versus percent flow at the rotor and stator leading and trailing edges are
given in Appeodix C, Tables IX through XVI. As shown in the final flowpath (Figure 10),
axial spacings between the first rotor and fi_st stator and between the second rotor and second
stator were held to a minimum, which is in line _ 'ith actual engine design practice. A spacing
of slightly more than one inch was allowed between stages to provide room for a tangential
traverse at the first stator exit. A schematic showing the mechanical layout of the rig is pre-
sented in Figure I I.
AI RFOI L DESIGN
Rotor and stator blade secli(w_ tor both stages _,f tile fan .t_c multiple-circular-arc (MCA)
airfoils designed oil conical surface_ which :tpproxinlate strc,mlsurl'ace_ of revolution.
Figure 12 shows the variables which deIin_ an M('A airfoil: these il, clt_de blade setting angles,
total and front chord, total and l'r(mt camoer, maxim,_m thickness and its chordwisc location,
and leading and trailing edge radii. Al_o shown ale the assumed shock location C-A-B, and the
blade spacing. Blade setting angles were determined from design flow angles and incidence
and deviation angle criteria, hlcidences for scctions where Math numbers ,-xceeded l.O were
set at a critical point on the suction surface and illcluded allowance for blockage at thv O,tdc
leading edge, boundary layer growth, and bow-wave los,_. Incidences for subsonic sections
were based on test data from prevlot:s experience. Deviation angles were calculated using
either Carter's Rule or Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's cascade method, with results from each
method modified by small adjustments derived from test data. Blade chords were chosen to
be consistent with moderate axial lenT:hs, acceptable rotor loadings, and structural requm:-
ments. Airfoil cambers were distributed chordwise to give adequate channel flow areas and
proper entrance curvatures. Airfoil leading and trailing edge radii and thicknesses were chosen
to provide mechanical integrity yet allow adequate flow area. Figure 13 shows a view of a
rotor and stator from each blade row ._f the two-stage fan.
ROTORS




Number of Airfoils 28 60
Aspect Ratio* 2.48 2.60
Hub Chord- inches (meters) 3.62 (.092) 2.10(.053)
Tip Chord - inches (metera) 4.55 (.116l 2.10 (.053)
Tip Solidity 1.33 1.43
*Average lengt h/axially-projected-root-chord.
Rotor chords (Figure 14) were choscn t:) be consistent with moderate axial lengths, acceptable
rotor ioadings, and stntctural requiremeqts. The ratio of front-chord to total-chord was set
to provide a transition point 0.8 of the distance from the leading edge to the normal shock
location on the suction surface (point B m Figure 12).
Rotormaximum-thickncs__ ch¢_rdratios(t/c) were selected to provide mechanical stability
while m¢dntainmg minimun_ airflow blockage. Rot_w 1 has a hub t/c of 0.08 and a partspan
st'roud at (>1 percent _pan !'r_)m the hub. Rotor 2 h:,, ,_ l_ub t/c _ffO.OO5 but no partspan
shroud. Spap.wise distributions oft/cforho_h rotorsur, liucar from _ootvaluestoa t/cof
0.025 at the tip. The chordvJse l,_catiou of maxitnum thickness for both rotors (Figure 15)
was chosen such that for a given total and front camber and a given total anti front chord, the
leading edge wedge angle was the nlinimum possible xsithottt creating a cusp-shape in the front
portion of the blade.
Incidence angles for sections whose inlet relative Math number (M' 1 ) exceeded 1 ,(; w.. _c _h,_sen
at a location termed the a' point, a point on the suction surface halfw_y between *h_ .:ding
edge and the point from which a Math wave emanates that meets the leading edge of the fol-
lowing blaae. This incidence alignment technique for supersonic flow is explained in Reference
4. Incidence at the a' point (Figure 16), together with entrance region and channel area con-
siderations, detennined leading edge incidence. For most sections with M 1 ' greater than 1.0,
incidence was set approximately 1.5 degrees (.026 radians) to the blade suction surface at a',
with the 1.5 degrees (.026 radians) intended to account for blockage at the blade leading edge.
development of the suction surface boundary layer, and bow-wave loss. For sections where
M 1 ' was only slightly greater than I .0, higher values of incidence to the a' point were required
to provide adequate flow area while maintainiug a smooth distribution of leading edge incidence.
Incidence angles for subsonic sections were set at the leading edge in accordance with minimum
loss data from previous experience. At the hub, design suction surface mddences at the leading
edge are -0.9 degrees (-.016 radians) for rotor 1 and -0.1 degrees (-.002 radians) for rotor 2.
t
These incidences fair in a smooth curve _Figure 17) to incidences for sections with M 1 greater
than 1.0. (Note that theM 1' = 10pomtoccursatalowerpercentspanforrotor2 than for
rotor 1 because of the relatively high hub convergence). Rotor deviation angles were calcu-
lated using Carter's Ru!e plus the adjustments shown in Figure 18. Data from tests of the
highly loaded, 1600 ft/sec (487.7 meters/sec) rotor [ref. 1 ] were used as the basis for these
adjustments.
The ratio of front-camber to total-camber (Figure 19) was chosen to provide a minimum
channel flow critical area ratio (A/A*mi n) of approximately 1.04 over the outer forty percent
of span, ranging to values as low as 1.02 at about twenty percent of span (Figure 20). As
shown by the curve baseo on data from Reference I, the margins provided above choke are
compatible with good performance. Distributions of flow area ratio (A/A*) through the blade
channels of both rotorx are shown in Figures 21 and 22 for several percents of span. To com-
pute these flow area ratios for each streamline, actual area A was calculated by correcting
the local channel widths between adjacent blades to account for streamtube annuhts area
convergence or divergence. Critical area A* at these locations was determined by modifying
the vah,e at the leading edge to account for losses and changes of radius. The loss calculated
for each streamline was distributed in the following manner: 1 ) no loss was assumed from
the leading edge to the location of the first covered section of the blade (point B in Figure
12), 2) a normal shock was assumed to bc situated at thc first covered section, and a normal
shock loss based on the local Mach number determined as outlined in Appendix B was ap-
plied in the blade channel near point A in Figure 12, and 3_ the profile loss (total minus shock
loss) was applied linearly from a value of zero immediately downstream of this point to the
full value at the trailing cdge.
:- ' 6
Rotorgeometryoil designcolfica[surfacesissummari,_cdil_." ppendix D, "Fables XVll and
XIX. For each airfoil _ectiov. two values of total and front cat,lber arc tabulated. Figure 23
gives a polar representation of a blade mean-camber-line and the two defillitions used to cal-
culate these values of camber. For manufacturing purposes, the airfoil sections were redefined
on planes normal to the stacl,:ing line, a radial line through the center of gravity of the root
conical section. Rotor blade coordinates for these redefined sections are tabulated in Ao-
pendix E, and Figure 24 give:; the airfoil coordinate definitions used in these tabulations.
STATORS




Number of Airfoils 46 59
Aspect Ratio* 2.75 2.20
Hub Chord- L_ches (meters) 2.75 (.070) 2.22 (.056)
Tip Chord - inches (meters) 3.10 (.079) 2.45 (.062)
Hub Solidity 2.52 2.25
*Ave-age length/axially-projected.root-chord
Spanwise distributions of front chord, front camber, and location of maximum thickness
were selected to give low cur,cature entrance regions for high Mach number hub sections,
fairing smooth!y to nearly double-circular-arc (DCA) airfoils in the lower Mach number region
near the tip. This design concept was based on past experience where DCA stators have shown
better performance than MCA stators when inlet Mach numbers drop below 0.7 [ref. 5].
Spanwise distributions of a chord-camber parameter for both stators are presented in Figure
25 ; their relationship to a DCA airfoil is shown.
Stator spanwise chord distributions (Figure 2tO and the blading parameters of Table IV
were chosen to give reasonable axial lengths and Ioadings. Front chord was selected to pro-
vide a transition at the first covered section for the standard MCA root sections and at approxi-
mately 50 percent of chord for the tip sections, as shown in axia!ly projectea views of both
stators in Figures 27 and 28.
Maximum thickness to chord ratio was set to vary linearly from 0.04 at the hub to 0.075 at
the tip to provide low losses while being adequate for mechanical integrity. Near the hub the
chordwise location of maximum thickness (Figure 29) was chosen to provide a minimum lead-
ing edge wedge angle without creating a cusp-shape thickness distribution. At the tip sections,
maxtmum thickness was set at midchord.
f•
Incidence angles at the httb of both stator_ were set :)t :lpproximatcly zero degrees to the
suction surface based o11 minimum loss data troth Rct'..'re,tcc 5, vtlrying almost linearly to -6.1
and -6.9 degrees (-. 11 and -. 12 radi;ms) to the: ,,uction _,urfac,: for the tire< and second stator
tips, respectively. Tip incidence angles were selected using Pratt & Whit)3ey Aircraft's cascade
method for DCA airloib:. Figure 30 shows predicted loss verstts incidence.' angle for two cas-
cade sections with approximately the same get)merry as the tip sections of the two-stage
stators. Incidence angles for the stator tip sections were chosen slightly less negative than
values for minimum loss so that desired channel areas between vanes could be attained.
This incidence selection is in good agreement with the incidence system of Reference 6.
Stator deviation angles were calculated using Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's cascade method
modified by correction factors from the test results of Refe:cences 1 and 2. Figure 3! shows
the predicted deviations for the stators and their comparison with deviation angles calculated
using Carter's Rule. Stator inlet and exit metal angles defined on conical surfaces are pre-
sented in Figure 32.
Leading edge incidence and front camber were used to control throat area of the channels
between blades. Desired throat areas were established by a correlation f:rom Reference 5 of
capture-are_L/throat-area ratio as a function of stator inlet Mach number (Figure 33). Mini-
mum flow area ratios (Figure 34) include a five percent choke margin near the hub of both
stators compared to approximately four percent predicted for minimum loss. The extra
throat area was provided to give smooth radial distributions of blade geometry and to reduce
high local velocities which potential flow calculations (bas,_d on the method of Reference 7)
showed existed near the leading edge of the pressure surface. A representative example of
choke margin effects on velocity is presented in Figure 35. Channel distributions of A/A*
(Figures 36 and 37) show that the minimum A/A* occurs near the chanr_el entrance for each
of the various spanwise positions. Stator geometry on design conical surfaces is summarized
in Appendix C. For manufacturing purposes, the airfoil section coordinates were defined on
planes nor,lal to a radial stacking line. The resulting stator airfoil coordinates are given in
Appendix E.
STRUCTURAL AND VIBRATION ANALYSIS
Design of the rotor and stator blades included structural and vibration analysis to determine
configurations which satisfy mechanical requirements. Analysis included calculation of:
I ) blade-disk frequencies and their resonances with rig excitations, 2) steady-state and
vibratory stresses, 3) flutter parameters, and 4) rig critical speeds.
Rotor blades were fabricated ._rom AMS 4928 (titanium alloy): stator vanes from AMS 5613




Blade frequencies were calculated with aid of the following assumptions:
f"
1. The number of btadcs i_ much grcatci tt_an the order of vibration.
2. Blade roots do not resist circumfcr,, ntial distortion of the disk rim.
3. Disks arc uniformly restrained at a radias of fixity, such as a bolt circle.
. The beeding stiffness of a shroud ring is not increased by its intersection with a
staggered airfoil.
A partspan shroud was required for the first-stage rotor to avoid first bending rcsona_;., 'vith
first and second rig order frequencies occurring in the operating range, which extends from
50 to 110 percent of design speed. The shroud location was chosen to provide the best com-
promise between high speed margin with a 3E resonance (3E = 3 ex,:itations per rotor revolu-
tion) and the speed at which a 4E resonance would occur. The selected location of 61 percent
span from the hub gave the first-stage rotor a predicted 8.9 percent 3E resonance frequency
margin at 110 percent of design speed and positioned the 4E resonance associated with the
first bending mode at about 82 percent of design speed (Figure 38).
Higher order excitations from instrumentation probes and the ten inlet struts are not ex-
pected to excite the system in the high speed range because experience with Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft research fans has shown that wakes associated with inlet struts wash out sufficiently
so that their excitation energy is negligible. Figure 39 shows that excitations associated with
the 46 statm vanes in the first-stator row could result in a resonance with the third tip mode
at about 64 percent of design speed, but this is not considered serious based on past experience.
Resonances with first and second modes will not occur in the expected range of operation.
b. Blade Stresses
Stresses due to centrifugal and untwist forces were calculated for 110 percent of design speed.
The results show three spanwise locations of high steady-stresses for rotor 1 (Figure 40):
° The maximum combined steady stress (excluding local fiber stresses) is 70,000 psi
(483,000,000 Nt/m 2) and occurs on the concave side of the blade at 14 percent
span. This stress is well below the 0.2 percent yield stress for AMS 4928 at 150°F
(338.7°K) of 108,000 psi (745,000,000 Nt/mZ).
71 Calculated local fiber stresses of 85,000 psi (586,000,000 Nt/m 2) occur at the
blade leading edge at the hub. These stresses include a correction for platform
angle and are not considered a problem since they are similar in magnitude to those
of other successfully tested fan rotors.
. Local fiber stresses of 81,000 psi _559,000,000 Nt/m2), calculated at the leading
edge of the blade immediately below the partspan shroud, are not considered
critical for two reasons. First, this area has a relatively low percentage (22 percent_
of the maximum vibratory stress associated with it, and second, the actual
ope, rating steady stresses should be considerably lower than the 81,000 psi
(55cL000,000 Nt/m 2) calculated because this value was determined using the con-
f
servative assun_pli_n thttt tile blade at ih, _hr_,lld location is fi_.ed along its entire
chord length. IT_ :?ality, the shroud extol I.-;_t_ 'at_,cg :qmroximate!y the rear
half of the blade chord, and a COl"lcction lor this fact would considerably reduce
the calculated value ol steady stress
Figure 40 also shows areas of higt, vibratory stress associated with forced vibrations of rotor
1 (potential flutter problems associated with free vibrations are discussed later in the
structural section I. The maxilnunl calculated vibratory stress in the first bending mode ,.)cctlrs
just above the shroud the com bin,.'d steady stress at this location is 51,000 psi g352,0U0,0t _0
Nt/m2). The vibratory stress at the hub leading edge is 60 percent of this maximum, a_,d
the vibratory stress on the suction surface at 14 percent span is only one or two percent of
the maximum. Figure 41 is a modified Goodman Diagram showing allowable vibratory stress
as a function of steady stress. The maximum combined steady stress of 70,000 psi (483,000,000
Nt/m 2) at 14 percent span was ch,_sen as the critical steady stress for determining the maxi-
mum continuous allowable vibratory stress. Except for the noncritical, high local fiber
stresses, steady stresses for other locations would give less conservative (higher) values of
allowable vibratory stress than the I 0,000 psi (68,900,000 Nt/m 2) determined from the
70,000 psi (48_ ,000,000 Nt/m-) steady-stress point. Actual operating vibratory stresses
*1 .
should be less than 10,000 psi (68.000,000 Nt/m-) since predicted critical resonances do not
occur within the operating range, and the blade should have satisfactory fatigue character-
istics.
The partspan shroqd was sized and positioned to satisfy aerodynamic and structural require-
ments including the 3E margin requirement. Shroud design parameters and stresses are
summarized in Table V, and a sketch of the shroud is shown in Figure 42. The shroud bear-
ing stress is 6900 psi (47,600,000 Nt/m'), which is below values for successfully tested
/ "_"Pratt & Whitney Aircraft research rigs (e.g., 8,500 psi or 58,600,000 NL m-l. The shrouds
were designed to fit together tightly enough to provide adequate damping of vibrations
without shingling. The Z-ratio*, a measure of the relative stiffnesses of shroud and adjacent
blade, is within the realm of successful experience.
TABLE V
ROTOR 1 PARTSPAN SHROUD PARAMETERS
Parameter Design Value
Spanwise location - percent span from the hub
Contact Angle-degrees (radians)
Z-ratio*
Bearing Stress- psi (Nt/m2}
Bending Stress - psi (Nt/m 2)








Flutter is a sell-excited and self-sustaining vibration which occurs in eRher a torsional or
bending mode or a combination of both. Supersonic flutter is restricted to the high speed
operating region of the compressor where inlet relative Math numbers exceed 1.0 over a
significant portion of the blade span.
Values of flutter parameters for the first-stage rotor blade were calculated at design speed
and at ! I0 percent of design speed and were compared with correlated data from previous
tests. A value of the bending flutter parameter _bc/d for shrouded blades was calcuiatcd for
110 percent speed, the operating speed considered most c_itical in regard to tlutter. The
calculated value of 0.224 lies within the range of experience where no flutter problems have
been encountered. Favorable results were also obtained in caiculations of a dimensionless
supersonic torsional flutter parameter 2V 7c_ t, whose value of 1.0 at I i 0 percent of design
speed indicated that no supersonic torsional flutter is to be anticipated.
d. Disk and Attachment Stresses
Conventional dovetail attachments were selected for both r_tor blades. Table VI lists the
calculated and allowable rotor 1 disk and attachment stresses for critical locations. Combined
stresses (centrifugal plus untwist) are also presented. All calculated values fall below the
maximum ahowed. In addition, the dynamic stress ratio (airfoil-root-stress divided by
attachment-stress) is above the minimum recommended value of 2.0, indicating that the
attachment will withstand vibratory stresses greater than those the airfoil can tolerate.
Rotor 2
a. Blade and Disk Vibration
No partspan shroud was required on the second-stage rotor blades since resonances calculated
initially could be avoided by increasing the hub t/c to its design value of 0.095. Figure 43
presents the vibratory response of the second-stage fan rotor blade showing that the first
coupled bending mode has 24.2 percent 2E margin at 110 percent of design speed. The first
blade-disk coupled mode 3E and 4E resonances occur relatively low in the operating range
(at 78 and 51 percent of design speed respectively). The first chordwise bending mode at the
blade tip will not be excited in the operating range by vane passing orders (Figure 44_. Rotor
excitation in the second mode will occur at approximately 67 percen, and 86 percent of
design speed; however, experience has shown that the response in the second mode should
not constitute any vibrational problems in the speed ranges indicated. No significant third
mode resonances occur within the operating range.
b. Blade Stresses
Combined centrifugal and untwtst stresses were calculated at 110 percent of design speed.
The results presented in Figure 45 show two locations of high stead_' stress for rotor 2. "lqle












































concave side of the blade at 22 percenl _pan. This value is well below the 0.2 percent yield
stress of _)4,000 psi (649,000,000 Nt/n:-) for AMS 4t_28 at 300°F (421.9 ° K). The hub
section has high local fiber stresses (40 000 psi or 276,000,000 Nt/m 2) at the leading edge,
which from past experience should not present a problem.
Figure 45 also shows areas of high vibraloB' stress for rotor 2. The maximum calculated
vibratory stress in the first bending mode occurs at the root trailing edge. The vibratory
stress at the hub lea'ling edge is 87 percent of the maximum, and the vibratory stress on the
suction surface at 22 percent span is 20 percent of the maximum. Figure 46 shows a Goodman
Diagrem of allowable vibratory stress versus steady stress for rotor 2. Since the local fiber
steady stresses at the hub are not considered critical, the maximum steady stress of 41,000
psi (283,000,000 Nt/m 2) at 22 percent span was used in determining a value of "allowable
vibratory stress for the blade. Since the maximum combined steady stres_ is low and no
critical resonances are present in the high speed operating range, actual vibratory stress levels
should be less than the allowable valtle of 16,000 psi (110,000,000 Nt/m 2) indicated by the
Goodman Diagram.
c. Blade Flutter
Calculations of a dimensionless supersonic torsional flutter parameter (2V '/coo t) were made
for rotor 2 and compared with correlated data from rig tests. The value of flutter parameter
computed for design speed (2.18) indicated stable operation at this speed. However, the
value calcalated for 110 percent of desigal speed (2.35) was near the correlated line separating
stable and unstable operation, and flutter problems may exist at this speed. Rotor blades
will be adequately instrumented with strain gages so that any blade flutter can be detected
and avoided.
d. Disk anti Attachment Stresses
Table VII lists the calculated and allowable rotor 2 disk and attachment stresses for critical
locations. Combined stresses are also listed. It can be seen that all calculated values fall
below the maximum allowed. The dynamic stress ratio (airfoil root stress divided by attach-
merit stress) for this blade is well above the minimum recommended value of 2.0.
STATORS
a. Stator Vibration
The stator bending frequencies were calculated assuming that the vanes were fixed along the
entire chord at the average gaspath I.D. and average gaspath O.D., _&ile the torsional frequency
calculati<m assumed the wines fixed at the O.D. and free at the I.D, As shown in Figure 47,
stator 1 first bending and first torsional frequencies will not be excited by blade passing
orders in the operating range. Second bending or third torsion could be excited by the first
ro',or blade passing order (28E), but these are not expected to create vibratory problems.
The res_.tlts of Figure 48 show that stator 2 first, second, and fourth order vibratory modes





















energy at these low speeds will be minimal and no vibrational problems are anticipated.
Excitation of tile third torsion:tl mode by first rotor bl,ale passing orders is also considered
unlikely to occur with amplitudes sufficient to create problems.
b. Stator Stresses and Flutter
Stator vane gas bending stresses were calculated assuming two end-conditions: ! ) a con-
ventional guided cantilever and 2) the I.D. end-guided and the O.D. pinned. The maximum
bending stresses were calculated as 21,30(1 psi (147,000,000 Nt/m 2) for stator l and 30,300
psi (209,000,000 Ntjm 2) for stator 2, which are well be!ow the allowable of 106,000 p_i
(731,000,000 Nt/m-r The maxinmm vibratory stress is not expected to exceed ! 0,000 psi
(68,900,000 Nt/m 2) since there are no critical resonances in the operating range.
Flutter parameters were calculated for bott: stators and compared with correlated test data.
Values of a dimensionless reduced velocity i_arameter for bending flutter (V/coo b) calculated
fcr stators 1 and 2 were 0.88 and 0.63 resp_ctivdy, which are within the successful (no
flutter} area determined through experience. A similar conclusion was indicated by the values
of reduced velocity parameter (V/co0 t ) for torsional flutter, which were computed as 1.24
and 1.05 for stators 1 and 2 respectively.
CRITICAL SPEEDS
A rotorqrame, critical-speed analysis was per:_'orrned to determine the vibrational character-
istics of the fan. The analysis was based on a model which included all significant structural
lnembers of the rig and used the spring-mass system shown in Figure 49.
Four critical speeds were calculated to occur within the range of operation of the rig, namely
1059, 3045, 5932, and 9049 rpm. The first three modes are predominantly case modes, which
are harmles,_ since they are insensitive to unba!ance and since heaw damping due to the large
nunlber of joints of the system will keep their vibrational amplitudes small. The fourth mode,
the first critical speed at which there is rotor _ articipation (Figure 50), occurs at 9049 rpm
and is expected to be sensitive to unbalance in the drive system. By controlling spline
clearance at the drive shaft spline, the potenti_l unbalance which can excite this mode will
bc minimized. Also. provisions have been made for field balancing the rear diaphragan coupling
so that the drive system unbalance can be controlled if undesirable vibration should occur
during testing.
Vibration accelerometers and amplitude pick ups will permit monitoring of rig and drive
system vibration and aid in eva!u,:;ting vibration difficulties should they be experienced.
RE,=;UME
The purpose of this report is to oresent the design of a two-stage research fan with moderately
high tip-speed_ and high aerodynamic blade lo_dings. The design features include multiple-
circular-arc airfoils, no inlet guide vanes, a part,pan shroud at 61 percent span from the hub
of the first rotor, and split casings over rotor tip sections. Othm design parameters include:
fSpecific flow* - lbm/sec-fi 2 (kg/sec-m 2)
Rt,tt_r tip speed* - ft/sec (ltl/secl
Hub/tip ratio*
Tip diameter* - inches (meters)
Overall total pressure ratio
Overall adiabatic efficiency (percent)
Tip solidity - rotor 1 (rotor 2)
Hub solidity - stator 1 (stator 2)
Aspect ratio** -rotor 1 (rotor 2)
Aspect ratio** - stator 1 (stator 2)
* at inlet to first rotor
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Figure 3 Inlet and Exit Mach Number Profiles for Rotors
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Figure 8 Stator Total Loss Profiles
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Figure 17 Rotor Blade Suction Surface Incidence Angle at Leading Edge Versus Span
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Figure 18 Rotor Blade Deviation Angles Versus Span
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Figure 23 Meridional ¥iew and Polar Representation of Blade Me,m-Camber-Line
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Figure 34 Minimum Stator Channel Area Ratios Vers'ts Span
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FLOW FI ELD CALCULATION PROCEDURES
Tile aerodynamic flow field calculation used in this design assumes axisymmetric flow and
uses solutions of continuity, energy, and radial equilibrium equations. These equations
account for streamline curvature and radial gradients of enthalpy and entropy but neglect
viscous terms. Calculations were performed on stations oriented at an angle k with respect
to the axial direction.
The equation of motion is in the form:
R c - streamline radius of curvature
Enthalpy rise across a rotor for a streamline, _b, is given by tile Euler relationship:
AHRoto r = (U2V02)ff - (UIV 0:)_
Weight flow is calculated by the continuity equation:
y tip




where K is the local blockage factor and y is the length along the calculation station from the
centerline to the point of interest.
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Rotor losses were estimated using a model in "vhich total loss is calculated as the sum of
shock loss and profile loss. The loss model assumes that a normal shock is situated at the
first covered section of the blade passage. The Mach number immediately upstream of tile
shock is determined by free-streamline relationships that satisfy continuity to tile shock
position, midway between blades. This free-stream flow calculation accounts for streamtube
contraction and radius change from tile blade leading edge to the shock position. The effect
of blade blockage is introduced by adjusting the free-stream area ratio, A/A*, by the ratio
of blade channel width to s cos fi '1' were s is the blade spacing. The resulting A/A* then
establishes the Mach number immediately upstream of the shock.
Rotor loss correlations were based on data obtained in tests of both high tip-speed and low
tip-speed single-stage fans [ref. 1 and 2 I. Losses were separated into shock and profile com-
ponents by subtracting calculated shock losses from measured .+ ,osses. Rotor profile
losses were correlated in terms or a [,rofile loss parameter (C_pCOS/3 _/2o) versus diffusion
factor, with percent span as a parameter (Figure 51 ). Design estimates of rotor losses are
tabulated in Appendix C.
In applying the loss model to the actual design of airfoil sections, no loss was assumed in the
blade channel upstream of the first covered section, at which point the full shock loss was
applied. The profile loss was then applied linearly from a value of zero at the first covered
section to the full value at the trailing edge.
STATORS
Stator loss estimates for the two-stage fan were based upon experimental midspan data for the
transonic stators used in the studies of References 1,2, and 5. Losses for these MCA airfoil
stators (with Mach numbers up to 1.1) were correlated in terms of total loss parameter
(_ cos _3/2o) versus diffusion factor without subtracting shock losses from total measured
losses. Loss predictions for the two-stage stators were made from a single curve of loss
parameter as a function of diffusion factor plus an endwall increment determined from data
from References 1 and 2, (Figure 52 ). Design estimates of stator losses are tabulated in
Appendix C.
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APPENDIX E
AIRFOI L COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES





AIRFOIL COORDINA [ES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - ROI-OR 1
I t'JC,4" _ _;r TE_%
Z< yP Y5 ZC YP Y5
-.uC_O -,0165 ,G2C2 .?Cr3 -.C_04 _00']%
,0091 -,0083 .L317 "dOn2 -,CC02 .dO08
.10_4 .G785 ,151 _ .0_27 .G02_ ,0039
• 209_ • 163q .2760 .00%3 .CG43 ,0070
• 31_4 ._h43 °3932 .e3aC ,CG6% .Q!O0
• 4192 .33_ .5338 ._lOa .COflq ,012@
• W2_d .ql I 1 .60_6 .CI _3 .rI_4 .Olbb
.6Z_8 ._82_ .7341 .21_C .0123 .C179
,733_ 05480 .7872 .Clt_6 .C139 .0200
.8384 ,6_61 .8_90 .C213 .CISq .021_
.9431 .6b/(J .9210 .C2_C ,C167 ,C234
1,0419 ,/0U_ ,?735 .0266 .C178 .0247
1.15_7 .13_0 1.017q ._2'_3 .CIU7 ,_258
I,2375 • 1687 I,_%3_ ,C319 .C!gq .0268
1,3623 .1927 l,Cal_ .t2346 ._231 ,0275
1.46/1 ,_103 1.1016 ,7373 ._2C6 .C28Q
1.5719 .8213 1.1141 .339_ .C239 ,0283
1.6767 .825q 1.1190 .0426 .C210 .G28q
1.7813 .d23fl 1.1162 .C4q3 .r209 .028,_
1.88oj .nlq8 1.1053 .3479 ._2G7 .0281
1.9011 . 1_'t 1.Ua62 ._bC& .rZC 3 ._276
2.0959 , 1759 1.CS_8 .Cb_2 .C197 .02_?
2.20_7 . lq_% I,C226 .CSq_ ,ciH_ .C260
z. JC_5 • ItS5 .9771 .C5a6 .OISO .0248
2.41_3 ,6616 .921q ,Cel2 ,Cl_a ,0234
?.Slzl ,6072 ,8S62 ,C639 .C154 .0217
2o_I 9g .bWS3 ,7792 .Qb6q oC139 ,C198
2.724/ ._711 .6915 .0692 .012C .017b
2._2_4 .3736 .5906 .C119 .CIOO .OlbO
2,93 q ] .30_2 .472_ ._lqh ._UI7 ,0121
J.03_l .2039 .34_3 ._772 .m_52 o_O_S
J. lqJ8 .ug,l .2C42 ._7_9 .CG24 .00_2
3,232_ -.bl _I ._S85 • is '2 -.OOu4 .0015
J.24_b -.:3264 .0419 .]_2_ -.COO7 ,0011
RADIUS {INCHES) • 60192 RADIUS {NETER_) • ,1573
CHORO {INCHES) • 30_9 CHORD (NETERS) • 008_S
ZCSL {INCHES) " 106631 ZCSL INETER$) • 00q22
YCSL {INCHES) • ,7q72 YCSL (NETERSI " ,0190
RLE (INCHESI • ,0135 RLE (NFTERSI • 0000343
HTE {INCHES) • ,0216 RTE {NETERsI • 00005q9
X'_REA (S_, |Nil • ,735| X'AREA($@oNETERSla eOOOqTq
GAMMA-CHORD(OEG,)_ -3,ql GANMA-CHO_D{RAD,)- -,0_95
7H
TABLE XXI(b}
AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - ROTOR 1
":F. TL,, b
_S ?C Y_ YS
-'U_ _] -'_#I b_ "LI 8q -CC;f'C _,_]Ot: "C005
,U:'99 -,'3_79 ,C+289 "_C n3 -.CCC2 .0001
. l_'J4 ,_659 • 1315 ,=C27 ,Oct7 ,0Q33
,212,_ , 1q63 .239_ ,C,'_q ,C037 ,0061
,31 _I .221H • _3C ,rCBI ,PCS_ ,OOe7
,42_5 ,293_ ,441 _ .CIC_ .FUlq ,0112
,5319 ,J611 .b351 ,CI.35 ,£_92 ,C136
• _343 ,q2_4 ._247 -CI_2 ._lGn ,C159
,7q_7 ,4870 ,/_6C ._1_9 ,C12q ,C179
• _| | ,b42o , .'7_3 ,C_I 6 ,PI 3_ ,_|98
. g_ 7% • %9_N ,,)N I 4 • f_24] eC j _0 ,_ [ q
_. _JJ ,6Jbl ,,:_96_ ,_27C ,C162 0922_
I. 1762 ,6739 ,_q33 "L 2q7 .Cl /l ,024C
1,21_6 • 1[]_0 ,9_21 ,'32q ,0119 ,_2 h9
1.3H3" • 1322 ! • j143 .r'3bl ,CI8_ ,025_
I .4r. 94 .752S I • 3_6 .C37_ ,C191 ,C2_'t
i .%9b_" . 7&_9 1 .'_66[] ,_ _r_ .C194 ,_26_
i.7C_i oll_4 I._662 ,2432 ,rill ,QZ/I
• _ , td
l.Vl _'? .7'39 I.Q_41 .9_Ha .£ tg/ .C21_
Z.L213 . /_34 I .052q .PSI3 .019q .C261
2,1217 • 1q62 1.0328 .r'S4(? .clgo ,(]2o2
2.23 _1 .121'D 1,Cf332 .C567 ,rlB3 ,CZbb
2,3qCb .69C1 ,9h52 ,C59q ,CI7_ ,_2qS
_,_ .aSO4 ,917q ,C_21 ,C16_ ,C233
_,bSJ2 ,_d24 ._b_B ,C_ q_ ,CIS3 ,C21_
2,a_ge, .Sqbb .7_88 ,C676 ,0139 ,1:20C
2.7_( ,q791 .1C58 ,C1C3 .C122 ,QI ;9
2,8174 ,qfdE4 ,6C_5 .073C ,OlO2 ,fllb5
2,97_,I .3149 ,49_ ,075/ ,0C8_ ,0126
3.1915 • 1039 .2116 .CHII ,0C26 ,QQ54
_,291_ -.(i2!9 .C333 .nb38 -.P[O_ ,l_O0*_
RAOIUS (INCHES) • 6,69_ RADIUS (MrTERe) • ,1700
C_IORD (INCHES) • 3,Z98 CNORO (METERS) - ,13838
/CSL (INCHES) " 1,7261 ZCSL (METERS) • ,_e38
YCSL (INCHES) • .7|NO YCSL (METERS) • ._lSI
RUE (INCHES) • ,0135 RUE (MrTERS) • ,0C03q3
_TE I INCHES) • ,0170 RTE (METERs) • ,_00q32
X'AREA (SQ, INo) i 07299 X'AREA(SQ,METFRS) m ,QOOq71
bAMMA'CHORO(DEG,)• 2,2N GAMMA-CHORD(R_D,)• ,_37I
7q
TABLE XXI{c)
AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - ROTOR I
Z(" yp Cr.
2'C yp V5
-.0C93 ..L £4b ,_lb% "UG rlr -*FC04 ,000_
°_l_] -.dO/H .0257 .ur03 -*CC!07 ,COU?
• i IJC .C5q3 • 1101 .C07_ .rClq ,002 _
°22]0 • 1209 ,2018 °GbS _ o0031 oG0_ 1
, 33CI • ia_q ,2_9 *C_nq ,00ql ,0013
°_hOl ,2qSO °3720 *0112 ,_C162 .009b
• _bG| .3027 .q_2; .CIHC .0_77 .0115
• _Cl ,3%76 ,530_ -C16_ ,C091 ,CI3S
• 77_2 ,#092 .6_39 "PIQ6 ,OlOq ,0153
• _+02 ,#990 .6720 *022# ._117 .0171
• _3d .50_1 ,133'I ,02%2 _012P ,PIB_
'. 10_2 .bq_h ,7flOV .C279 *OI3U .020U
1,2102 ,b_C2 ,H33_ "03n7 .C1_7 .0212
1.32C3 .6110 .h73q .C'33S ,flLq ,C222
1.q303 .6371 ,9(,6w e0363 .C162 ,CZ30
1.5qC'3 ._Soq .93311 -_391 .0167 ,0237
I .6_C3 ._q2 .9543 "C_19 ,_171 ,C2q2
I. 7cLj .obb9 .96B_ .0q47 .el 74 .CZqb
L "_70H ,_919 .9759 *Cq75 *CI Z6 ,C2'+8
I°9+,C'_ ,892_ .9769 -05(_3 _rlTA ,C29@
2.09b_ ,_1_ ,970V *b531 ,_17_ ,02"_}
d,ZrlCff ._7_'+ .9S7b -C559 *t'l_2 .CZ4J
2,31C'b .63_U *V366 ,ObB7 *Cib! *CZ38
2'_22b * t. 3';8 ,9072 -061_ .C161 ,C230
2,53,:_ .6033 ,B&fl6 .C043 *_153 ,C221
2,6_C5 ,b631 ._20e ,0_71 ,Clq3 ,_ZO_
2.;_Cb *_Iq3 .7S9@ ,_699 .0131 .[193
/oh_C6 ,_%72 .686_ .0727 .0116 ,C114
2,97Co *3_dl .b979 .075_ ,0C99 ,0152
J,CPue ,JOZC ._9U9 "C7_2 .C_7a ,Cl2b
_, lqG6 .jlq/ ,3642 .O_l_ .CC_4 .cogJ
3'3Ci:7 * lq6_ .21DV ,083_ .0027 ,005'+
3.sF_7 -.WfnB .U359 .Cfl_5 -.EOC2 ,0009
!._ICl -.C 16# .0239 -O_b_ -,CLC_ ,LCC6
RADIUS (INCHES) m 7,_91 RADIUS (_[TERS| m ,1852
CHORO (INCHES ] • 3,411 CHORD (_ETERS) m ,0866
ZCSk (INCHES] • 1.8207 ZCSL (NETERS) • *_q6_
YCSL (INCHES] • ,6_98 YCSL (HETERS) • ._16S
RLE (INCHES) • .OIJq RLE (NFTERs] • ,O003q_
_TE (INcHEs) • ,OIZ8 ere INETERS) • .OOU3ZS
X'IREI (5_, IN.) • .72Z7 X-AREA(S_eHETERZt• ,OOOqb 6
'_ANNA'CHORD(DEG,)• 9,S0 G&NMA-C_ORDIRADe)m ,1658
8O
TABLE XXI(a)
AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFAC]URING SURFACES - ROTOR 1
L I-. T t ,, ,,
7( YF YS
-.Ctf:f, -" L 1 _'_ ., l'_C; "CI OC "'C' [3 .LC[ ,i
• C11. -. CO_l ._22_ .( [703 -. C'CC :' C(31' 6
• I [6., • t,',,]', FjgC_ ' •
, ; 3,_,, " .(.L3C .'.-CI L .(623
.OgJ(, • 1_5 .C_59 .CCZq .£0q2
• 3_', ] , I g.] _1 .2355 -Cf)_9 .f'C37 .1206Q
• ',¢ 31 • l%,lt_ .:iF 3. .('118 °CC,9 C1377
. (-_L2; , ,_..;) ] . 3t:,Vq e
" "32 7
• ' °C| 77 .CC,?I .CI IU
• }_ l q',i .3212 . 'I_ 3,_ .C2f;7 .C_? .CI_-5
'931'_ . J_6CU ..bql, _ .CI'_7 .PC, 9] .CLUE'
: .I '_l:i . Jg_'C ,oCb _ "72;'_ ,CIGI .GI bu.
I • l_q3 , q2e,_ ,_q36 "C_29/" .['iC9 .C166
1.2"[ 7 oH_7_ .'5_'%7 .C. 325 .f_! 1/, .C127
l'3_'>z ,',F_3i • 7._1'# .£365 .P123 ,,Lla6
_.512,, .bF, _,, ./,',13 .C3_:_q Ci2n .f:lY3
1.6.'}Cf .b217 • /F5_:
I ?'t_5 _ 2' 'C",I_ .C]33 ,,C199
• '-J'- l .d( 5? "_"_ ..(7l 3_ ..r ZIiH
I o e,',.<_ • 5',"2 ._163 .C'_13 .UI3i' *C2U?
_.(,7v3 ._,q,,_ . _2k(, ,CS[ 3 .C13(, ,C:2U9
2._95_, • 5_,': e ._2',/ -C532 CI_ [: Z(]';
,',:; _2,< .t,q!. 5 " •
" "_l_J; .C5_ 2 ,r?iju ,CZI)8
Z.32d,_. ,53(._ " "H'_&5 .C5_I ,CI3_ ,C20b
' "_qb[ .52 _ • /bi_l ,C621 ,[.133 ,f _?t(_
2,%t15 .5(]32 ,/_25
, .C651 ,_-I2S .C l 9,.t
• ,c//b" . ,_ 7 f_ 1 .7293 "c6nc ._121 .f?lH5
;.2"_'"t ,,_h_ ,'_P76 .£7 IC ,C113 .f : I S
,','/ IC,_ ,-_I_H; ._36f, .F 139 ,[ iC_ ,CI62
].f 712 ,3_.5_ .57H9 .r 169 CL °
. 1'_36 ..:lf'gb 5r't 2 " ' , 2 .C 1 _t_
• .f. 19_ ,[Clq ,[ 12)
3,376_ .C_2_ ,_L63 ,51135
• t ; 11 .3:-,70 .CPSp .tCgq .0f52_
-,OF /q .C316 ,I-vl_ CCC2 ,Cfi(_H
• - • C t ('_¢;
" ."917 -, F'Lf'q .CC_U,)
kAOIUS (INCHES) " 7,988 RADIUS (_ETER I • ,2029
CHORD (INCHES) " 3,609 CHORD (METERS_ , ,0917
ZCSL (INCHES) " 1,935_ ZCSL (_ETERS) • "0q92
vCSL (INCHES) • ,_J67 YCSL (_ETER5) . ,0136
HLE (INCHES) " ,D133 RLE (MrTERsI • "000338
RTE (INCHES) • ,0129 RT[ (METERSI • o00032B
X'_REA (5_, IN.) • ,7138 X'AREA(S_,METERSI. oO00_6I





AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES -- ROTOR 1
ZC" YP Y5
7L Yp YS
-.OQ3C -,0i2_ ,L134 .COCC -.CCQ3 ,0003
,012_ -,CQ_d .Ci88 .CGC3 -.CGC2 .COQ5
,1238 ,C257 ,0693 .CC31 ,CCE7 ,QOI8
.2_/4 ._62_ • 1235 .ECA3 .CCI_ ,0031
,371 t ,C't7l • I ]S_ .C:;V_ .rC2% ,O0_b
• _952 • 12VV ,226C -CJ26 ._G33 ,00S7
• blVO .16JH .2742 °C|B7 .FC4! ,0070
.THLd .189d ,32Gq .C189 oCC_ ,0081
• :_eo6 ,21 /l . 364_ .r22C ,r[5S ,C093
.99_ ,2424 ,4075 .C2h2 ,CC67 ,GIO_
1.23_C .z_lq ,4_b! .C314 ,CC73 ,OIg3
1,3_1_ ,30_b ,52t_i ,G346 ,CC7_ ,_132
1,4956 ,3229 ,5491] ._317 ,PC82 ,0139
1.5.]94 .3355 ,512d ,cq?9 ,R08% ,OILS
1.7332 .3412 ,b916 ,C_C .QCSn ,Oleo
1.d57_ ,3b_2 .6_b6 .C472 ,0_90 .0154
l._8C8 , _5v6 .6146 ,05{'3 ,COg! ,C|56
2.10';6 ,3616 .6186 ._S3g .Q_92 °QIS7
2°228_ ,36_2 .6176 °C566 ,CC91 oCI_7
2,_76C ,3q/d ,_(]_! ,0_29 ,CC8a ,0}_2
2.%'_99 ,336% ,b_3_ ,36_0 ,CC8 S ,_14_
2.7211 .j2)6 ,5_09 ,_692 ,CG82 ,C1_2
2'_ _5 ,303C ,5326 ,_773 ,CO/7 ,013_
2°V7J..| ,dSOb ,4_19 .07%5 ,CO/l ,QlZo
3.C95 | ,253d ,_$64 .C186 ,CC64 ,_l |6
3.2189 ,2226 ,4C7_ .081_ .tO57 ,01_3
J,3411 ° ld6? .3%09 ,QRq9 ,_C_? ,_(389
3,'4o_ .145o ,Zd43 .Cd_ .0C37 ,C072
J,SV']3 ,C?VC ,207d 'E912 ,CO2q ,0063
3. 71_1 ,G461 , 119 I ,C9q3 ,OOl2 ,_030
3,82_3 -,G_77 .U2S9 .C_72 -,CI;O? ,000_
J,8379 -,O| 33 ,_16] ,.397_ -.CC03 ,O00_
RA01US (INCHES) = 8,986 RADIUS (MFTERS) • .2282
CHORD (INCHES) • 3,838 CHORD (METERS) • ,0975
ZCSL (INCHES) • 2,0S79 ZCSL (METERS) • *0S23
YC$L (INCHES; • ,3827 YCSL (METERS) • 10097
RLE (INCHES) • ,0129 RLE (MFTERS) • *00032B
NTE (INCHES) • ,INO0 RTE (M£TERS) • *00_556
X'_REA (5_, IN,) • ,6817 X'ARE_(S@*MET[R$_• *000qqO
GAMMA'CHORD(oEG*;• 28,41 GAMMA-CHORDIRAD,)m *q958
f"
TAB LE XXI(f)
AIRFOIL COORI)INATES ON MANL FAC-IUIUNG SURFACES - ROTOR 1
/( Y:" Y_ Z_. YP Y%
• 0"_C] .t]l 1 _! _- ,:u," - C00"_ "C003.L]119 .,d-_'_,t , l_l _ .c,
• _ -.COOP .0004
,, I d 4rJ ,i3}4 i .t. 53b ,CC33 .r'c04 ,01}I_
.2b' ] .d _(#3 .i_933 ,,q,j_.6 .r'Ll3 ,,002'¢
, Jd;'_o ,/762o • I )1") ,,_L79 ,L_CI_ ,003_
%
• I_I .ugS ¢ . i f, F4d ._ I _P .Cd21 ,C043
.6_.?b • lq,¢: ' .2 ]47 ,Clt, q ,CL27 cOOS2
, 7711 , 1233 .Z37_ .C197 ,f'¢]3| o006L]
o9,,61 , 14'Jb .dl '_._
,'_ ,,_2_C ,0,'3& .0069
I ,03_2 • 1561! • 31)06 .C2_3 ,C_4 S .007_
I , 1_,%7 , 17(_? .32c_6 .L')2c_ .f'_43 .0084
i . 29_',2 . l_a2_ . 357(b ,CJ29 ,C'_:_6 .0(j91
_ ._2 _q • 1'_3. .3+_33 .[!362 .C_3_9 °0097
) .Sb',3 . efJ2_ . HL]S9 .f395 ._051 .0103
1 ._-',d .?Or9 • 'i2'¢ 8 ,0421Q .()C53 .C 10_q
',._13l .2153 .43ql ,C_AI ,COSt-, ,Of 12
t • '_42 "] ,21"e_ .q495 "C 103 oCC56 ,Ol lq
t,_7Zq .22r.!3 .4S_9 *Cb2_ .CG_6 .el 16
,;.3"_1_ ,2i7_ ,'_S,52 .Cb92 .CCSq .0116
2._12 ..;13,_ .4%02 ,C_7% .r?C, S4 .C114
2.Sc9C3 ,,2A6S ,4401 .t]bSP ,C'OS2 .0112
2 ° 7 2'-'-. 3 • tgY*l ,4257 .r_Ogl • f_"C S 0 ,CIO_
2'8493 "I G72 .4069 .LI24 .CC4f_ .CI03
,',"7'_I • I 7"¢ _ .3_37 .(Tl%7 ,C044 ,C091
3. _f•_!_ • IS ?'_ .JSbO -C/C_C ,Cfj4O ,COgO
3.2381 , t422 .3235 0Cd22 ._C3b oOOA2
3, _hTb • 1P. 26 .28t-, 1 .C895 .C031 .0013
3.4912 .1 1C! .2434 .08P_ ,m. C26 .0062
),_h267 ._16q ,1952 ,0921 ,CC19 ,C05U
3, 7_b2 oC49o .1411 .CgSq .Pf_13 ,C03_b
J ® ","-,7 , c,gLil ,,._d_)8 *_9_' 7 ,qL_([]r_ ,0020
'¢.(ICJC _,d._/ .:5191 ,If;17 -,('C'02 .OOOb
,.5133 -.5) 1H .013q ._C2(' -.r'r:03 ,Q003
_A01US (INCHES) = 9,984 RADIUS (PETERS) • .2S36
CHOR0 (INCHES) m q,OIS CHORO (PETERS) • *I020
ZCSL (INCHES) = 2,IS39 ZCSL (PETERS) • _OSN7
YCSL (INCHES) • ,26_0 YCSL (PETERS) • ,0067
RLE (INCHES) • .0123 RLE (vFTERs) • *000312
RTE (IN(HES) • .0132 RTE (_FTERS) • *000335
_'IREA (SQ, IN, ) • ,6423 X'AREA(SGeHET_RSi m *0OOqlq





















































































YS ZC yP YS
• O113 .O_nC -,0CO3 o000]
• C139 .n_L3 -.0C_2 .C004
._415 .0C3'4 .COC2 .0011
. 37C/ ,CC_ ._CC6 .OOlx
• 09_6 .r_lC2 .r!C_ .002_
• 1253 .C_ 3_ ._013 .0032
• lb_9 *C ITC oCOi6 .(1038
• 1752 .C2:'_ ._CIq .0045
.19_ .023_ .C'U27 .0050
• 22(]3 .0272 .002_ ._0_6
°24Ir] .CJ_ .r'_2_ ._Obl
• 2bO_ .03_ .0027 .0060
• 2791 ._J7q .C(129 ._O/l
.2964 .C4_ ._30 .0075
• 311I ._42 .r_31 .0079
• 322_ .5476 ._031 .OOd2
,331C .CSIC .CC3! ._084
.336_ ._4_ .0031 .008_
• 3317 .0_7_ .Od31 .008_
• 3368 ,0_ 12 .CC30 .0085
• 3311 .C_6 ._l, 2q .008_
.J229 ._6_C .3C2_ .0082
• 31 IN oq/ IN .r026 .0079
.2967 .O/4fl ._?G24 .0,21_
.2187 .C7_2 ._C22 .C,]7I
._572 ,C_16 .0020 .006b
• d325 .PSSC ,Pill7 ,C059
• 2045 ._H83 .t?dI5 .O0_Z
• 1730 .n917 opal2 .0044
• 13/_C ._9SI .0_0_ .0035
o09_4 .O_a_ ._0_ .O02b
• US72 • 1019 oO_Oi .COl_
• 31S'4 • 13SC -.CC07 .C004
.C114 • I_3 0.00C3 .0003
I0.981 RAOIU5 ("FTER } • .278q
q.l_7 CHORO (NETERS} • .1053
202326 ZCSL (METERS) • .0567
.1777 YCSL [HETERS) _ .O0_S
.**IS RLE (MFTERS) • .000292




AIRFOIL COORI)INATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES- ROTOR 1
I ruCHE S
,.I L T f ,.__
,. • L;(_'_C ..01_3} ojlO 5 " _O0-r . -.COD3 ,, C :]C, 3
.UI_.7 -.O!}';S .[312! .C 2_''_ -.Cij02 ,,_I]C3
.1371 • ljf]l] I .U3i_ *Ct+3b , (_i]Cjr ,CO_
.27',2 .Ct3V ; .,2S25 .rL7(i .CL'_2 ,COl3
• qll3 .L_Ia5 .C]123 .{]ir 4 ,CCC% ,COl_
.5q_4 * L, 24_ '_ .(!913 .P, 139 ._CC7 . C,(32 )
._5P5!.. .I_._34 • I,,]V_ "c17_4 .CUOn .[_02_
• 8227 ,[5395 • t 76/ .e2?q ,CCIO ,B032
• 95:16 ,[]4"19 • 1432 .(_244 ,CUI ! ,Cl]3h
1 .G909 .[.4_9 .J5814 *C279 .OCI3 ,C(34_
1.23_C ,U53i ,113_ .03t'_ ,CLI3 , [!t)_,_
1.37l I ,0559 ° I_7_ ,OJ_ ,(3L l 9 . t'.)4 S
! "5f_2 *Ii15/9 ,2C(3_ .C383 ,F]£ Ib ,C051
l._:,J ,USV2 ,2133 .(_4I_ ,C_15 ,(]054
1,7W24 ,_qb97 .22_9 ._9q3 ,_1% ,OL]57
1,919b .I]5_S .235C .C98;_ ,CCI,. , C(]6_j
2,(]5_1 ,15596 .J +2q ._522 .CcI% ,C@(_2
2. 1938 .OS/l .247L_ .C557 ,O[Jb ,C0o3
2°3309 ,L_552 • Z490 .P592 ,['C | _ ,_063
2, le)_ .0527 .2489 .0627 .CC13 ,CObJ
2.oC5l ,b4V_ ,Z_%I ,C662 ,_]ul3 , 6 i]_.2
2.7422 ,L_9_9 ,2392 .C_bq7 ,CC12 ,£Q61
4._793 ,0426 .2307 ,C231 ,CCI l ,C059
3,01(_4 ,C3_3 ,Z196 .C I_,6 ,CSIC ,C056
3. 1635 ,j337 • 206! ,68CJ ,CC139 ,C052
3,29C_2 ,0289 • [900 ,(Jd 36 ,CCC7 0_C]48
3.4Z;8 ,U21, , 1715 "C_371 .CCO6 ,C044
3,5/.4(; ,C|,_b , 15E6 •13Vf_5 , C C (_.% ,l]O3a
J,/t20 ,L]l]u , 1273 'CVNC ,COg3 ,0032
_,83';I ,.0074 , ICIb .f]vTS ,CC_? ,CU26
J.V2o2 ,L?Ol _ .b733 , IClf) .f'C00 .Of.)l 9
4. I I _3 -.r]Oq(_ .L;426 , ICqS -.CC, 131 .OOll
_'2_VV "'_]I_9_ .(II26 " lr'77 ",CC_2 .cor]3
_.;_u_ -.UCV% .OIC'I " I13_C -,{'0_2 ,CLIOJ
RADIUS (INCHES) = II,979 RADIUS (METERS) • ,30N3
CHORD (INCHES) • q,2_0 CHORD (METERS) m ,1080
ZCSL (INCHES) " 2,3009 ZCSL (METERS) • *OSiN
YCSL (INCHES) - ,Illi YCSL (METERS) - ,0030
RLE {INCHES) • ,O107 RLE (MFTERS) • _000272
RTE {INCHES) • ,0107 RTE (METERS) • ,000272
X'AREA (SG, IN,) " ,SqO2 X'AREA(Se,METERSI- '0003N9




AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - ROTOR 1
ZC yp YS ZC yP YS
-.U_F.C -,0r196+ .C09+ ,MO+C. -,C "+C-2 .COJ2
.OCv9 -,d992 ._I07 .OC03 -.CC02 ,COC3
..13v/ -.CO3_ .5295 .CC3B -,POOl ,COOb
,2/_4 ,COLD ._390 .CC7! ,CCOC ,COIO
.qlVl .006H ._530 .C1_6 .G_02 .0013
.ShE'd ,DIG/ ,_665 .01_2 ,_003 ,GOI/
• o_._5 .O14b .j/gs ._17, ,CCO_ .002_
,83_2 ,0177 .C970 .C213 ,CCOS ,C023
,V7i9 .0206 .104G .02#P .OCG£ ,O02a
i.liT_ .{j229 .11_6 .R28g ._LC6 .C029
I .2h]3 °02_8 • 12_7 .C319 . _CQ_ .q032
1,39lC ,C262 .13/3 ,0355 ,0007 ,0035
I,b361 *&2]3 . IqlS ,0397 ,nC'C/ ,OOJ7
1,67bN .U2]9 • Ib/3 ._426 ,CCC7 ,00_0
I,_lhl ,C2_2 • 1669 ._46l .pCC7 ,00_2
1._558 .u2_2 .17_ ._n97 .(CC7 .CONS
2,_9L5 .0279 .1840 ._532 ,'_[67 ,OOq7
2.2352 ,u27l . 1899 .C568 ._OC7 ,OOg8
2* 3749 ,0261 • 1935 .0603 ,CCC7 ,0049
2"51 _6 -_248 o1948 ,063g ,CCC& ,OON9
2,65'+3 ,U231 • 193d .CaIq ,_0C_ ,00q9
2.79_U ,d2L3 • 1905 ._/1C ,0&0% .OCg9
2,93_/ ,jl'_3 ,18_8 ,Olq_ .CCO_ ,O0_l
_oO/J_ ,0111 , 1770 ,078| ,_00_ .OCgb
3.21II .CIq7 .167U ,C_16 .0_0q .0Oq2
3,3523 .0122 .1548 ,0_52 ,CC03 ,0039
3._25 ,C0_6 . I_05 ,C _7 ,CE02 ,003e
3._322 .uOa8 .12'_m .C923 ,_602 .003!
3, _719 .OOJ9 • IU53 .095P ,CCOl .0021
3.9116 .0009 ._Sg_ .09qq .0_00 ,0021
H,CSI3 -,00_2 .061_ ,1C29 -,CCOI ,q016
q.191 ! -.00_ .d363 • ld65 -.CC01 ,OOd9
'_,3212 -.U_N ,uIIC ,ILg_ -,rCO_ ,00_3
4,33Cd -.0087 ,OOVl ,|IOC -,CC02 ,_002
8ADIUS (INCHES) • 12,978 RADIUS (METERS) • ,3296
CHORD (INCHES) " _331 CHORD (METERS) • .I|O0
ZCSL (INCHES) • 2,359S ZCSL (METERS} • .0S99
¥CsL (INCHES) • .OBqO YCSL (METERS} • ,0021
MLE (INCHES) • ,0099 RLE (NFTERS} • )0002S1
RTE (INCHES) • oOO?6 RTE (METERs} • oO002qq
X'ARE_ (S_, IN*) • ,q76q X'AREA(S_,METERS)_ e000307
G&_MA'CHORO(DEG_) m S2oN8 GAMMA-CHORDIR_O,)a ,9157
Bb
TABLEXXI(j)
































AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACrURING SURFACES - ROTOR 1
I N C._c 5 r'_c T £ N S
ZL yP y_ 7C Y_ YS
-.On.3C -,U_79 ,J3_S .0090 -,OCO? ,00'i2
,C.:_I -,ool_ ,_0_ .0C02 -oC002 ,0002
. :s47 -,006_ ,01_7 ,0037 -,COO2 ,CO_! g
,2_9q -,00_7 ,0236 ,CO 73 -,OEOl ,COO&
, +340 -,0C2@ ,0316 ,Ol IC -,CCOi ,0008
,%]87 ",OOO; .C398 .01_7 ",COCC ,OOlO
.1234 o_CiS .64_2 .Ci_4 ,OOOO ,0_12
,+6dl ,C040 .C56+ ,C22C ,CCOI ,COl_
_.G128 ,G06_ ,C#.56 ,0257 ,tOO2 ,COl]
1, lb/5 ,0099 ,0748 .0294 ,C003 ,OOlV
1,3C22 ,013_ .CP92 ,P331 .0+_03 ,C021
l,q4e8 ,C172 ,C939 ,CJ&7 ,OCJ4 ,O02q
1,5915 ,0213 ,1040 .p404 ,OCO_ ,0026
1,13_2 ,C25V ,)14S ,04_I ,C_C7 ,O02g
I.@_C9 ,C311 o1253 ,_w7@ ,OCO_ ,COJ2
2.02_6 ,C3bl °[369 *C514 ,0009 ,0035
2,_103 .C_32 ,14_9 .05_1 ,CCII ,003_
2,31_9 ,C_02 .l&I2 ,05_8 ,0013 ,C04I
2,_Vb ,G_/t , 1732 ,0_25 ,_I_ .OOqq
2,6C43 ._32 , 1827 -0661 ,OOI6 ,OON6
_,7490 006_0 .1893 ,C69_ ,0017 ,004_
2°8931 ,_71_ , 1927 ,C135 ,O_la ,0049
3,f]38q ,0734 ,193_ o0]72 ,_C|9 ,OOq9
3, L838 .073_ • IeO_ +OOC@ ,0019 ,0048
3,3277 ,0728 ,1846 ,0_45 ,C018 ,00 q7
3,4724 ,G/Of ,I756 ,C802 ,OOtn ,00 _5
3,6171 ,u6_8 ,Ib31 ,0919 ,_017 ,CO_I
3./Ol@ ,0594 ,14/! ,0955 +0016 ,0037
3,V065 ,O_lI ,12/_ ,0992 ,_]O13 ,0032
'4,C512 ,_05 • I040 ,I_29 ,0010 ,0026
4,1959 ,C1274 ,0763 ,IC66 .0007 ,0019
_.3"_'_ odI l_ ,04q2 • 1102 ,OuO3 ,OOII
'+,_779 -oC{l_O ,G093 , I 137 --,O_02 ,00112
",qq_2 -,0069 ,jO/4 .I139 -,COO2 ,OOd2
RAO|US (INCHES) • 14,777 RkOIUS (MpTER') • .37_3
CHORD [iNcHEs) • q.q85 CHORO [METERS) • ,I139
ZCSL (INCHES) • 2,q6q2 ZCSL [METERS) • 00626
YCSL (INCHES) • ,0903 YCSL |METERS) • *0023
RLE (INCHES) • ,0081 RLE (MFTER_} • 0000206
RTE [ INCHES) • ,0075 RTE (METERS) • $000190
A'AREA (SQo i_,) • ,3S23 X-AREA(SQ,METERS'• 0000227




AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANLJFACTUt<iNG S ' " -URFACES ROTOR 1
IqC _L S ":_ T ['I :- S
ZC yO f% ZC YF VS
-.00_30 ..UO7Z "J • F_I',_ ; • .P.b r) n -'"?L C2 '_0C2
,0C71 -.UF170 .',:'772 , ['0'_ 2 -,ri'q2 .COC2
. I_3 -,_06.';', ,:'1 ?S .CC3 7 -._CC2 ,_03
. 2_26 -.GNU/ .L_)._u, .OC 7q -,;_"_Lq_ , qd_b
• "3'_'_ ".00 q-] .C2_I .fj I l I -.PC!?1 . 13_£&
. .q,_4S ) ". c,r'2- 2 .... _,21 ._i '*_ -.CCGt . £Odi'i
. 7:1 ) 6 ,,;jl'l"_"t . _,, 3V7 " 0 I _' .COO[' . O0 l_
._J719 . L,C' 3 _, .C_i_ .r223 • £r;(J i ,(_O12
..02'_3 .Cjll .'_h_, I .n2_,C .C6C? , LC l"I
J .)7_20 .Ci !,_ .,i_;,2 .("2'_2 .CnC3 .CQI7
) .._IL,_ .CI t'_i ._1,,2 .9.33u • C'_;C_ ,CCI9
_._'A _2 .C/3L] .,'_7 C "0312 .oco#, ,£_22
! ._'C _ .C29a .298fi . f2'_r£ . _.u[3_, , (_025
t . /Sb9 *C370 • floe -CU_ .CCO9 ,CC28
_ ,'_C322 .LJ'4b ! .1730 .q'_a3 , C," I 1 , [;031
2.qq£5 .CSq2 .1313 .rh2e .CClq .eQ35
2.I_i'_9 .C_'5 . 152 _ .CbS] ,C,._16 ,_,339
2.3,,IL ,O/bH . 16R_, ,C5_5 .CL'I9 .CC'_3
2.4875 .G_475 • 184_ ._632 .Cfl22 ,I]Cq7
2.633_ .,2v_% . 199t ,(.,6_9 .CLdr, .C051
".7_Gl .),q7 h .21C](' .07_6 .CF27 .0£53
2._Zob . I iq2 .21 It; "fl1'43 .0L29 ,CQbb
3.[:12FI . k 182 o22C) 2 "07a0 .C530 .CQ56
3.2191 ,1198 .2192 ,OhI8 ,_C30 ,OQSO
3.?_6b'.I .118_ .21_,2 -_"%-5 .CC3O. ,£,]Sq
3.511,'t -1 lbi .205L *I?d_42 .0029 ,COb2
3.6681 • 108_. , 1916 _C,?2 _; .C[2_a .1_0'4_
J._f_q ,,cg_ft . I 7.'Ib • C966 ,C025 ,l_'i4
3,9hC1 ,LRSg _ I.%C,g • l_-) _--_ .CC22 ,C03B
'_,OV_l .de,_,b • I'3l .IC, ql .Ct. 18 .0631
u.Z(-.lfl .L.q';I .GaV_1 • l._/w ,CC 12 ,£(323
q. JR97 .ij2qq . C% 0,_,I • I I 1£ .CC06 ,Ct]13
',,b31 i -.dO3H • .3_,8 • I }hi -.CCGI .CCItl2
q.bjhH -.CO'_ .L_S3 . 11g2 -,FCCI . Cr.J[J I
RADIUS (INCHES) • IS.H?7 RADIUS (METERS) • .39Jl
CHORD (INCHES) • _.536 CHORD (MFTERS) = ,II_?
ZCSL (INCHES} • 2.4_50 ZCSL (METERS} • .063N
YCSL (INCHES) = .1090 YCSL (METERS} • iOOZ8
RLE (INCHES) • ,0_71 RLE {METEAS} • .000180
_TE (INCHES) • .0052 RTE (METERSi • .000132
X'AREA (S@. IN.) • .2999 X'AREA(S@.MET£RS)= eOOO193




AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR I
9O
..,'_'l __ ..CCt-_ .t(_'_ ": _ _ -.Cr."l oC0_I
od_'a7 -.LC3 _ .U[ It.' .". "'l -,rLC 1 .C'_C?
.?wds_ • w?'t •121 / .-_,-3 •r"2_ ,EG31
"' _'4 1[_" 1961 • " I _- r -'_a CL']5
.'_';13 • l 7o_ o2-_2,J ,'12E ,rC'.l_ •_Ob._
• " Z •LCb' ! .2-72 .r 1,_7 •t'LE'. _ .CL'_"
• _',"_3 C .z3_l .301 ]. • "It'" • (',. 5:; •CC77
o1_-., ._,E" .335.] ." I _' .C'6_ oC=8_
og_"+S • _2_,/ .41_ _ .'W_'3 ,CRY. _ ,_l_
_ ,_./.'_ • ,'+2+, ,_38,_ .'zig ,C_? .CII!
+ . It,t,3 , :b53 , -_54, -+ . - +'.c .P+_C .r.I 1_
, .._32 , _F,"'_ ._65_ ., J16 ,r$5"3 ,C118
% •3261 ,._7|% , ,73_ ,'3'7 ,Ct9'. •C |20
l."tr_18 . +_1'":, ,_7ml ,C37_; ,r_ ,C12!
l °97_1 ,311 .+ .'+7NI ,,+ , r ,rr9_ .C12C
l,Ob/6 , _++mS , -, r+,b, I . "+21 ,Pr+3 ,t" l l_
i * P_'+_ ,3b_+ ,,.%3m ,t'_"2 ,C_gT ,C115
I.b233 , ]q[:/ ,_'372 ,r'-,",2 ,[r86 ,_. | 1 1
t._, ".2 , _2L3 .'_1%9 ,r, _,_ ,£C_ 7 ,CI[3_
i._l , J_ _ ,3_'?I ,._'_ _ ,ccTA. ,C_ 97
;;,[-7, C ,27"' ,._r_ 77 .C.%26 ,cr=7c ,CC'91
2. I%"'+ ,_3, ,3"C2 • r -_'_7 + CL_62 •C6_8|
2,; _l; ,/, 61 .27c. _, ,r__ ,CC._3 ,CC7D.
;032_ , il.q5 .22h I .r5 _9 •C[.N7 •C_57
2,_,'.3% , I t5E , I _.3._ ,[ • 'C ,CC29 *CCJ ql
2, _'b'_ * " _'[_: • i_ ;-_2 °_ e';2 *r[._ +" ,CC23
2 ,'-"_ 5 * ., C21 .uCV_ ,'e_; -,CCCt ,CCC2
2.5._,._ -, rb? .,_r_ ,-e'.3 -,_fCI ,CCC_
RADIUS (INCHES) • 7,6|0 RADIUS (METER_) • ,1933
CHOR D (INCHES) m 2,_69 CHOR_ (METERS) • 006S3
ZCSL (INCHES) • 1,3836 ZCSk (METERS) m ,O3SI
¥CS_ (INCHES) • ,3297 YCSL (METERS) • eOOOq
RLE (INCHES) • ,OOSI RLE (METEES) • *O00131
RTE (INCHES I _ ,OOq6 RTE (METERS) • ,O001 _7
X'AREA (SQ, IN') • ,186q X-AREAISQoMETrRS+ • 0000120






AIRFOIL COORDINA, TES ON MANUFACTU RING SURFACES - STATOR !
I' C_'_ 5 ! tTL_,S
•'C TP YS ]t YF YS
..C,C"(" ..Lc'SJ .L'C%/ or'g fT -.CCC1
. L(- 't$ ..-(-jg .-rT_, .CC, l -.rcr'l
oCO'lh ,L, 2 c-_+ ._qq6 .cC22_. .CCC_,
. i_ ,_ 5E, 6 L'28 .rCq3 r'F 14
- L. • . • +
.2_+43 .L P_+7 , 11"79 .7_, "c ,CC ?,"
. 119( • 113 " . it, 61 .';-"_ ,[ _29
. "23F, .l'_C _. , 1',13 G.C It. _ e[" _3#,
.',: O_ . i #+] I .i7r,,c, .r I _(j .r'c H_
. - . t_iv_ ,,+..
._,]mI ,z L/ : ./';lw .F. 172 .."C%t+
.7e2_., ..,WlV .3733 .CI Vq .[, 61
.;'q/(+ .,+,',4/ . 3_9 .CZlr: .r,;_.7
• V32'+ 5_ +79E -- .CC7::• z+" • er217
, •C I l J . JCJ I • _L I 7 ,C'Z'_i- .CL 77
!.Ir.i_ .317- . L, _' ['. 3 ,_d_[ , ["_ _ b ]
l .+71_ o j3e+ ._q_l ,"323 ,C'8_,
I. !,,e,t • 3'+sl ._'-,32 ,F',"4 .CC. G7
I ,_i'q . _"6 • ._67 ,C +,_6 ,(CB+;
1.6ILH .,+q+| .qG21 .+'_+-q .CCnl
I . ]FCt . J_,o.L, .'3|7 ., '_['2 .CL('I3
I .+ £_7 • 3 |3j ._ J5_ ."+-+7+-, .('[SF•
z.C 2 +Z ._l%q .3d_5 .;5i 7 .CL7t
•" • I I "C" ./¶'_._' . ._'27.% .F53_ .rC_h
,,2"3e .,+_l _, . _i+_ +_ .r_5"[ .'C5_-
2oZ, ,'5 . le 7_ .2+F5 -f _1 -C +_
2.3723 .+'-++% .2EE9 .leaP3 .CC3,"
2 - "+(" _"C ,if.._,m .151£ ,r 62+, ,rC2+,
z.%',2h .t%z t .t_ WR ,¶'+.,'I#+ .['CI3
,c•_'?'_ .0' r2_ • C++; ,Co+.+ -of'](-I
































_AOIUS (ImCHFS) • 8,I00 RADIUS (METERS) - ,20S7
CHORD (INCHES) • 21628 CHORD (METERS) • .0667
ZCSL (INCHES) • loqt]17 ZCSL (PETERS) • ,03S6
YCSL (INCHES) • ,310S YCSL (METERS) " 00079
RLE (INCHES) • 00053 RLE (MFTERS) • ,COOI3S
ktE (INCHES) • ,00_9 RTE (METERS) • '0001ZN
X'AREA (SQ, IN,) • ,202H X'AREA(S_,METFRSIm ,000131





AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR 1
:'E t_ • 5
..," r,. !! .., rb', .CCLv '' C "'_ -*OLaf ,CO(,I
* " * , * ,.22 ,r "
. J 731 . ..c.]f ._.r2h "rC"4 -CC 13 ,C'Gkl
.?_'_o ,.,/V(. . I I 9b .rlT,',_- ,rc2£j tf.'[33{J
,._4ol .I_5_ . • c..qZ ,rC_r ,_£27 ,C039
."321 * i31" ° ,_ _;c .£ I 1[. .CC'33 .r_'_/_
.bl_2 * t_%0 .Z72_ .r 132 ._Cq_ .0C5 /
.e:'_ I • i 793 ... * Ic-Jq .OFL¢O .CC6bbc.c. ,.
.A_23 .2C2_ ,2 V c_._! ,_ 17_ ,CC_I ,C073
,27_ o22_ .2fSl ._- l¢;_ .C, Cc,-/ . E [)[4t
.£'_S 3 * z'_ t" I • - v?r_ ..
" * --"C ,,r_6Z .CU97
,_.51£ ,z_31 .._e4 ,C2"2 ,CC67 ,[09u
! ,I 3_ '¢ ,27, _'" .3_i¢rl
." _,_ ._'E71 oCC9¢¢
" .. • I _'z .:' _"_ .rr7/ .CIC6
* - *,73S2 .CL_Lr" ,C'I !;2
I * ') i I I * .' I b_ .43e3 .e ..*7'4 . C,:_C, .r, l I '
|.b%lb . )1_ q .',)q6 .," J¢_6 *CC8'-_ *Ci''3
1._4't) ,._113 ,_2°,1 ,,'-¢1_ ,_£19 ,CIC$
I.?_CO • * ;')3 .41t19 .r._qr ,CC7 ? .Cl_7
Io' 112 ,.V43 ,'¢,"A;_ °r'_A. _ *CCIq *_10J
l* 9_'!37 *2;;I i ,'f 9o ,¢4_:,¢ .0C71 °CU"/_
I • _; 9_. Z * i _'," ,' • _L-@ _ * C__e o CF. 67 .('09"I
2 *r_7_' _ .2": I .3"2_" *Cb2H .CC62 .6t387
2.16J _ ,221u *a123 " f" b _¢¢t , C(25a ,0819
d. Zq'_e . ;gbc_ .2771 *£571 .n(SC .0,070
2,330_ • ;6'¢2 .23_ .C593 .CCq2 ,00o0
2.'422_ • z29,; • 19(_C .,'61[, ,CG33 ,C0q8
-' • .ra37 ,CC23 ,C035
).S_e( ., .¢,,(, .(7%t." *rot'c/ ,r_l ! _0019
_', r. /e 3 .. C, _' ,_.(9 ; * Ct')'I -,QCCI ,C0C2
J._ 2S -.,.,t J -[¢ ,_" .ri,. ! -.rrOl ,COC'Z
RADIUS (INCHES; • 8o700 RADJUS (METER) • ,2210
CHORD (INCHES) • 2,682 CHORO (_ETERS) • o0681
ZCSL (INCH(S) _ |oq(}77 ZCSL (WET[RS) • eO3S8
YCSL (INCHES) • ,2905 YCSL (_ETERS) • ,O07q
RLE (INCHES) • ,O()SS RLE (_rTERS) • *OOOlqO
RfE (INCHES| • ,0(]S2 RTE (_ETERS_ • o000132
X'AREA (S_, INo) • ,2;!qq X'"A_EA(S_oHETFRSt• "OOOlq5





AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR 1
Ir'C_IF b ,'ETERSI
ZC _F YS ?c yP YS
-,CUCO -,LcL7 .SC_I "COF£ -'CCCI *COC2
• GOBS -,,jCqC .C[ _ ,FCCI -,r CCI ,OOQ2
,cb76 ,_212 .cq_E .nC22 ,CoC_ ,_Oll
• 175Z .gq72 .0F25 ,rC_ ,GOI2 ,Cg21
,2_27 ,C7_J • l 1_ ,COA7 ,CCI_ mCC3O
,35_3 ,C_6q . I_3C ,UG P9 ._02_ ,0039
._379 .II9_: .IbSe .till .CC3G ,OO_l
,£255 , INIo ,2175 ,E133 ,0036 ,C[,55
.613C • 1629 ,2,,72 ,E156 ._Cq I ,CC63
.7_C6 • l_3P .2_9 ,Fl7_ .eC_6 ,coTC
.7_2 ,2_2_ ,3C33 ,C2_ C ,CCSI ,00/7
,_1758 ,2ZC_ ,3292 ,C222 ,0CS6 ,OCBN
,9#33 ,2375 ,35Z3 ,r Z_ ,PC6O ,0089
I,C5C9 ,£_In ,J?12 .7Z67 ,CC64 ,O05q
1, 13_S ,Z63'c ,3F74 ,U2£9 ,£[67 ,O09B
1,2261 ,Z725 ,3_"_ ,C311 ,C_6£ ,OlC!
1,31J7 ._7_& ,qr /8 or'33_ ,OC71 ,OlOh
l,qC12 ,2H25 .4127 ,_J&6 ,CC77 ,C165
l,"E'_t" .2f3_ ._lU(] "r37_ ,CL72 ,CIC5
i,_.76_ ,2h21 ._l I 7 ,F_"_C ,C(72 ,OIG5
l.#_C ,277_ .UC, SP ,C_23 ,CC71 ,Q103
1.7515 ,£7C_ ,3563 ,C44_ ,CC6_ ,ClOl
I.F3',I ._FI2 ,3&30 ,C_67 ,CC6_ .C097
I-q267 ,Z_8_ .366_ ,U_n9 ,r'(_63 .C093
_,01_3 ,Z33_ ,3_9 ,_612 ,CC59 ,0088
2. IC 19 .Zl_I .31V9 ,Cb3_ .065£ ,C081
2.Ib9_ ,193_ ,_C5 ,rb_6 .CC_q ,OOTq
2.2776 • 169_ .2_67 .Cb/n .CC_3 ,CO6S
2,J6_6 ,lql6 ,2] 79 ,C6( I ,CC3A ,OOS5
2,_522 .110_ ,17_I ,C_23 ,OC2_ ,COflq
2,53_7 ,C_756 ,Ik_6 ,C_,4_ ,OCl_ ,0032
Z,_273 ,b37_ ._H8 ,_e_7 ,CCg9 ,CC17
1,7102 .,C_3Z ,CC. 97 ,C6FP -,CECl ,COO2
2,71_9 -,{_ESq ,LCBq .C69C -,CCCI ,C0_2
RADIUS (INCHES) • 9,NOD RADIUS (_ETERS) • ,Z}B8
CHORD (INCHES) • Z,7|S CHORD (NETERS) • ,0690
ZCSL (INCHES) • I,Ni2s ZCSL (NETERS) _ ,03S9
YCSL (INCHES) • ,2687 YCSL (_ETERS) • ,0068
R_( (INCHES) • ,00S9 RLE (MKTERS) • ,OOOJq9
RTE {INCHES) • ,OOSS RTE (METERS) • sOOOlqO
X'AREA (S_, IN,) • ,2N7N X'ARE_(SGeMETFRSIs *000160
_AMNA'CHORD(DEGe)m 22,2S GAMMA-CHORD{R&D,)m ,3683 f
93
JTABLE XXll(e)
AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR l
• ? •. _;i¸
"%
94
l' (_Lb r._ETF h $
-'LCEC -'_C5" "0C_3 "C&'_C "'CCC! *0C£2
.(C$! -.L[q2 .CCF _ ,CCCI -,CC01 ,CCG2
.[L_B_ ,C2[C .C_(.'t ,CC23 *CCC5 ,CC12
,1777 ,15_5/ o_5C "CCW5 ,CCII ,C&22
,2686 ,ubg; 01215 ,CO_R .CCIA 00031
035_5 ,C921 .I_62 ,CCgC ,CC23 ,C0_0
• _443 ,1139 ,I_gC ,Cli3 ,PC29 ,00_O
,[332 • 13_7 ,2|V9 °CI3_ ,0£34 ,0C56
,71C9 ,1731 ,7764 ,OlBI ,CC44 .0olO
,7_96 • I_L I .3_24 ,CzC3 ,CC4A .0_17
,£F_6 ,2C73 ,3268 ,£226 ,CC53 ,0G83
.9775 .z2_i ,34_5 ,024# ,C057 ,0C8_
I.£_64 .23_V ,3_7C ,P271 .CC6_ ,CC93
1.1_52 ,2_6h ,3B18 ,C293 ,CC63 ,0097
1,2-41 ,25_._ .393C ,C3]_ ,CC6% ,Cl0O
1,333C ._0'_ ,4E£8 ,CJ]9 ,CC6M ,01C2
_,"21_ ,ZO)6 ,4_5C .£3_1 ._C67 .0103
1,_'1_1 ,i6_3 ,4C57 ,C3@W ,CC67 ,C103
1,5_b ,Z62:_ ,_C28 ,C4C6 .CC67. ,_1C2
I,_Se'_ ,2_E2 ,3964 ._29 .C066 .0101
1.7773 ,Z_I'_ ,3e_.5 .C_S! ,C664 ,C098
I.F_2 ,_19 ,372_ ,0_74 ,CObl .0C95
1,9550 ,_2_ ,3557 ,C497 ,0CS_ ,_090
2.[_39 ,/152 .3346 ,C61g .C055 ,OOB5
2, 132U ,197o ,3C97 ,C542 ,CC_n ,0079
2,_Z16 .1777 ,28C6 .P56q ,_C4 S ,00/I
2.31_5 , I5_h .247_ .C687 ,CC37 ,C063
Z.3_ ,12G_ .2C9q .£6C9 .CC33 ,C053
_._R@2 * lf_[ , |_6P .C632 ,CC2q *CCq2
_._771 .C_E ,11_C ,£e5_ ,£.017 ,003C
_._659 ,j321 .b657 ,C_77 ,CC08 ,COl/
_.7_! .,bp3_ ,CICI ,C_P -,CC01 ,COC3
RADlb5 (INCHES) © lO,lOO RADIUS (METERS) •
CHORD (INCHES) • Z,7SS CHORO (METERS) •
ZCSL (INCHES) • I,qZ06 ZCSL (METERS) •
YCSL (INCHES) = ,2582 YCSL (METERS) •
RLE (INCHES) • ,OO6l RLE (METERS) •
RTE (INCHES) • ,OOS9 RTE (METERS) •













AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR 1
• + .i !i
t
+"
IhCHE5 t",E T E RS
7C _P YS ZC YP Yb
-.LCCC ..u_5'_ ,CC66 ,Cb_O -,0002 ,0002
,C05_ -,00#3 ,Cf. Sq ,CGF_ -,CCCI ,0002
,LqCE ,L,I_5 ,_#_7 ,0C23 ,£C06 ,0012
• |SGC ,C43_ ,_8_7 .CO#_ ,CCll ,C023
,27GC .b67C . 126_ .CC69 ,C0|7 ,0032
,360C ,CR_I .1_17 .f'091 ,C023 ,OOql
._SCL , 110t , l_q_ ,CI IN ,CC2J: .C0 q9
,_#0£ ,129/ ,_2_h ,0137 ,_053 ,C05/
o_3_C , Iq_ _ ,2b_l oFlhC ,:_C3_ ,C06b
• ?2CC ,165_ ,2Pi5 °C183 ,CCq2 ,C072
,Slut • IR22 ,3C6_ ,C2P6 ,CC_6 ,CC7B
• qf'CC .197b .3_9_ ,0229 ,CCSC ,C08q
,_CC .2ll_ ,3_.C2 ,CZ51 ,CCSW ,CG _
I,C_{. ,22_2 ,5_._1 ,027w ,CGS7 ,CCgq
I. I ;CC .Z3w* ,3F2_ ,0297 ,CC6O ,C091
l,_ ,2_2_ ,3933 ,C320 ,CC&2 ,CIQ_
1,3qV9 ,2w7_ ._CCo ,C_u3 ,0C63 ,C102
I._3#V ,_5C5 ._C:_3 ,CJ6& ,0C6_ ,C103
1,52_9 ,251 | ,NCq_ ,C399 ,rC6q .0103
I,/ 199 ,2_93 ,qOlN o£_I I ,C063 ,0102
I, ;( _9 .Zq51 ,3_q7 ,C_3q ,CC62 ,CIO0
1, /_99 ,23_'_ ,38_ ,f._7 .C061 ,C_98
l,db_9 ,L293 ,37C_ .0_0 ,CCS_ ,rogq
1,9799 ,LIT? ,3532 ,P6C3 ,C655 ,0090
_,C6_ ,LG3b .3320 ,C526 ,CCS z ,C08_
2, 15_9 • 1869 .3C6_ ,Cbq9 ,COq7 ,0078
2,2q99 • 1617 ,2771 ,rs7l ,CC#3 ,cr_71
_,J3_9 .I_5_ ,2_q5 .£59u ,C037 ,CU62
2,#2 _ ,1211 .2C,(_ ,_617 ,CC3I ,0053
2,6199 ,093_ , 16q6 ,Go_C ,002q .00q2
/,_,C'b9 ,C63_ . 117_ ,C6_3 ,QCIo ,C030
_._99 ,03L2 ,_6qR ,C_g6 ,OCC_ ,C016
Z,/_N_ .,C051 .jlCq ,C/C/ -,OCCI ._003
2,7+ 99 -,LP_V .=C69 ,C709 -,C_C! ,C002
RADIUS (INCHES) • 10,800 RAOIUS (METERS} • ,27_3
CHORD (INCHES) • 2,790 CHORD (METERS) • *0709
ZCSL (INCHES) • 1,N269 ZCSL (METERS) • 00362
YCSL (INCHES) • .2S31 YCSk (METERS) • .O06N
RLE (INCHES) • ,O06q RLE (M_TERS) • *000162
RTE (INCHES) • .0062 RTE (METERS) • ,000158
X'AREA (Sg, IN*) • ,3016 X'AREA(Sg*METFRSI • *O0019S




AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR 1
RADIUS (INCHES) • li.SOO RAOIUS (METERS) • .2921
CHORD (INCHES) • 2.823 CHORO (METERS) • .0717
ZCSL (INCHES) • l.q35q ZCSL (METERS) • .036S
YCSL (INCHES) • .2q86 YCSL (MET(mS) • ,0063
RL[ (INCHES) • _0067 RLE (_FTERS) • 0000171
RTE (INCHES) • 00066 RTE (_ETERs) • .000|67
X'ARE_ (SO. IN.) • .3288 X'ARE_(S@.METFRSts '000212









AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR I
I _JC ,,if. 5 I_,L TE_5
YP _5 Z[ yp YS
"'UC'_C -•U063 "6071 *q!]r!I'_ -'CCC? .OO_2
• r Cr,'_ -•UOq_ • C I C,._ • r_L;C 2 -.CCQ I .OUC3
. C_:25 .I !_J ,0536 * L'123 ,CCCS .Ccl_i
• I_=bC ,U431 .0972 .OUR? ,[.511 0002S
.271b ._6_,? •1376 .Cb7(_ ,CEI 7 .C(335
.31tO .0_6_ • 17'/9 oCLgq eC_22 .0cqq
oh6ZS . lr.?_,o .2CON .,_1 l ] .0527 .Q053
.5q50 • 125_" ,2qt'i? "ql_l ,0C32 ,['861
, 7q_C ._57,_ .2_,55 .ClHe .CC_0 .O0,/S
• e_325 • 171 ! .Ll,_r_ .8211 .0Cqq .CQHI
'925C * l_q5 ,33'95 *_Z35 ,CCq7 , C[i6_
J*lJl]5 , _95H .3E, ll .n;_-_ n ,[CS[r ,_[l_l
! • _ !LC • z_i_-C ,,3732 • 7,2a2 ,C652 .CP95
i • 2CiSq */i_b .3_6! *_3"-_. , CQS_ ,C{_98
L.2Oq? ,z211 • 399t_ ,C329 ,CC56 ,6160
I.JA7,_ .2256 0'-*(} I _ ,C352 .P[,57 ,CIC2
1 .q799 .727H .qf.;N5 ._ t16 ,CCSI._ ,E]IC'3
I .{',7;fl .22_C .'_39 .Q3_9 .CC5P .L_ IC3
1,66'_9 ,2259 03998 ,n'_?,3 , I_7 .CIC2
l.Tb7q *L211 ,3_23 .0_, ,CCSb ,OIOO
I.h_99 ,_152 .3_1_ .O_lC ,f C5r. .COOl
I .'_MZfl .20_5 .3670 .01_3 .CQ52 .C093
2.( 3q9 • I ?Sn .3q?O .Q5|7 .CQSC .CU59
2. 127, . IA25 • _275 .C_'4_? .CC'_6 ._083
202199 ,167_ .3(]22 .C56_ .CCq2 .0077
2,312 _ , |_I95 ,Z73! *CSH/ ,C[]3_ ,C069
2"40 _19 .lZ95 ,23','/ ,r61! ,i_C3} ,006l
2,_497_ ,. IOI2 .2G26 .C63_ .C027 .OObl
2.3899 ,_j825 • : 4)1 i_ .Cbg_ .CU21 ._30_ 1
2.682q .055q * I 1'_/ *C68| .CCIW .OOZ_
2077_9 00Z57 ,0_35 'O/'15 0C007 .Ogl6
• C721 -*COOl .00[}3
2.,367_ "*00_ _ .C073 .C728 -.OGL2 .C002
RADIUS (iNCHES) • 12,200 RADIUS (METERS) a ,3099
CHOR_ (INCHES) • 2,867 CHORD (METERS) • 00728
ZCSL (INCHES) • loqqgn zest (_ETER$) • ,0368
YCSL (INCHES) • .2q59 YCSL (METERS) • ,0062
RLE (INCHES) • ,0069 RLE (METERS) • ,000176
RT( (INCHES) • 00068 RTE (_ETERS) • ,OOOl7_
X'AREA (S_, IN*)'• ,3578 X'AREAIS@eHETFRSI• 0000231




AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR 1
Z(- YP Y '_ ;C YP Y5
-'t_U3C -',_{}_/ • "{_/6 "OO{_C -'0C02 "0002
"()061_ "" ":]_'_i .,_ 112 .0C02 -.OL_gl .GO03
.09_2 0_I_5 .¢51 _ ._t. 24 .CC05 .COl5
, 1(_44 oC443 .1_41 , u4P ._511 °_O?"
.2826 ,u67_ .147_] • £C72 .6617 .0017
.J768 .088" .1864 .CC'_6 .C1323 .C047
,471['] • I086 .222. .C120 .C132_ .C056
.5o52 • 12_,_ .,2549 .01'14 .0032 -(9065
.65_4 .lq); .Z_43 ._le7_ .0C)36 .C072
.'93_ . I%_I .3 ir_,_ .Cl_l .OC40 .C079
_,
. .4;2 • 1213 .3J _6 ._ 21% ,CC44 ,,0085
9_ 19
• • l_131] .J!i3_ .C230 .PE46 .C098
I .U3_ 1 • lg.]d .3/0/ • {),_J o(]549 .(_(19_
[.13[;3 .2CI ] .38'_9 .C;R7 .0_5 I .009%
1.22_5 ,2QSZ .39_I .r311 .CC53 -UIUI
1,31_/ °21.]J .4_q3 .C315 .COS_ =,C I []3
1.4129 .216% .4_1',3 .( 359 .C[.5% °f1104
1.50,'I .2172 .4 IU9 .C3_3 .0655 .CIO4
1.8UI3 .21o ; .4,;4_2 .C407 .[_55 °_104
I. b955 .2[qI .4C_41 .f 43l .0C54 .CI03
I °28_2 °2_)91 o3_57 .r4%5 o_O53 ,,OlOI
I °8_}39 .z_(12o .3_,39 .fl,t79 .(_Cbl .O09u
I .97d I • Ig-}i_ . 368_] .CbC2 0_49 ,O(Jg_
2.(i7Z3 • 1831 .3qCI .C_$26 .0[_47 .C089
2. I_65 . 1 /Dj .32/b .FbSC .0543 .,0083
2.2_C7 • 1555 ,3l]20 ,,C 57 '4 "_C39 ,.col7
/.35 '49 • 13_o .2,'2'-I .C598 .003% .0069
2.4491 .i191 .239r] .C_72 .C(530 .0061
2.5432 .O_,]b ._jl5 .6646 .002_ -C!051
¢.6314 .U7%5 .I_98 .E'07C .0_19 .r'Oq I
2. /314 .bS(] _ . 113,_ -CbQq .C013 .L029
2._25_ .022H .0_,31 .P7|8 ,,Cg06 .C016
2 ."_ l 3'_ =,O0'Ib .t, l17 .C14C -.C_.01 .COC3
2._200 -.00,_4 .5:_78 .C7"2 -.0C02 .C002
RADIUS (INCHES) • 12,900 RAOIUS (_ETERS) " ,3277
CHORD (INCHES) • 2,920 CHORD (HETERS) - ,07qz
ZCSI. (INCHES) • l,qTIo ZCSL (METERS) m eO37q
YCSL (INCHES) • ,2q60 YCSL (NETERS) _ ,0062
RLE (INCHES) • ,O07q RLE (_[TERS) - ,OOOl8§
RTE (INCHES) • ,0073 RTE (NETERS) • ,000186
X'AREA (Sq, IN,) = e39@q X'AREA(S@eHETFRSI• tGOOIS7





AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR 1
I_ChL_ f:f TE r,'5
,'-C Y P Y S ._C Y P Y S
-.O(]CEJ ..(396! .30IS "CSqC -'COC_2 .0002
.(It.68 -.00'47 .0111 .cun2 -.OOCI .0003
. h_. 60. .Q21f! ._22 ° E_C_24 .CL_% .0(]|6
. _92Li .0_.71 , 1124 .CC_19 °C012 .(_029
°2879 ,&712 , 15_'_ ,Cd73 .C01P ,00_0
.3635 .0935 .2DC_3 .CGg_ ._024 oOObI
• '4l_(i .i 13"; .23h2 .0172 .CC2'# .O0_l
.5759 • 132J .212_ ,C1_6 , C34 °U069
,_llt * 1'191 ,J031 ,0171 ,C_3!_ °0C, 77
.167t, .1o_ • 33{-2 .C19% ,C!Oq2 . C_08_
.H_._ • 1771 , 3%.$9 .C219 ._(_% °C09_
" 9 c:'9 A • 18_ ,_7_2 o02q4 ° FC'__ A oC096
I • ']S _ . [gdU • 391Z .C26@ °CCSC' 0C099
I._%_; • Z(]5_! . q{jw') .G293 .C05? .0103
1.2_77 ozl LH ._15S ,C317 .CC5_ .CIOb
L.3'¢3/ .Zl6i .,229 .C3ql ,tOSS .C107
I ._J?] .2186 .._27U -F3_6 ._0_.4 .OIU8
1.535_ .2192 .4279 oF]3_O ._OS& ,0109
_._316 .2179 ._25q .. c'_! _ :' .E'055 .(]108
1.72]_ .21HI .,ilge
, """ ' ,0C5 _, .OlO/
l.bZJ_ o2,_V] .4L _ .'%r, 3 oCC_3 .OIUN
1.91_ .202/ .39>b _' DeLhi ._lOI
2.C |5_ . l(/3l ..3i_ I" .00'19 .0091
Z.I l Jt_ • 1_129 .3623 .(]=:6 .F_C_6 .0092
2._C !_ . i ?OO . }392 .r_61 .CO_3 .(3r)86
2.31 a_ • 15_2 .31 "I .C.'_R5 ,(]D39 .0079
2.3'_ • 13B _ ./611 .00n9 .PC3% .OO;_
_".';96H .i19._ .2_71 ._o34 ,P03(] ,0063
z. S_ I'-I .0984 o 20t_'_ .C651_ .002% .0053
2. _1'4 .lj/b3 ° 16%'I ._o_3 .COl9 .O(]q2
2. I_,33 .0_.(3l • lilO .011'7 .C013 .Ofa3L]
2.+'7v3 .0227 . U6L. 3 .C_731 .000_ .0017
_,_,'_ ..OO41 .C120 .r7_,4 -.Cf_Ol .0003
7.91c_.-B - .,J06_ .LC79 .(_1S6 -.00C2 ._002
RAOIUS IINCHESI • 13,600 R_OIU$ (METERS) • ,3NSN
CHORD (INCHESI • 2.975 CHORD (METERS) • *07S6
ZCSL (INCHES) • loq93g ZCSL (METERS) • .0379
Y¢$L (INCHES) • ,2Sq7 YCSL (METERS) • ,006S
RLE (INCHES) • .OO7S RLE (MFTERS) • ,000191
RTE (INCHES) • oOO7S RTE (METERS) • ,000192
X'AREA ISG, IN*) • 0q389 X°AREA(s@oMETERSI • 0000283










AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTtlRING SURFACES - STATOR I



















,, &_. o 7
,76H8
• ",/ 2_
• 'I 8 C_8
2 • C_d9
2. 1q69









.t • f.' 3',: 3








-.t.C/2 ,63£'1 .FCR(" -,CCC2
-, Q(,t{' .CI2/ .COC2 -.CCCI
.I]2lh o (jcr, 7 ,CG25 ,CCCs
. O_},G . 1192 .(CSC .CCI?
• 07_,1 • 16,qO .cC?__ ,CC19
• _9/S .2125 ,CIPC ,CC25
. L lgC . 25"I,'_ .C125 .CC30
, 13t7 .2'_¢.._ "( I q9 ,CC3B
+ 15Lr. .322Z .C 17'_ .CF_tt3
, 172A .3E12 .CIV9 .C6_4
• I_ /2 .:5)'67 .[22_ .CL.N_
, I_,; .35'_ ; ,C2'_S ,CC51
,21{:e_ .'i} 12 .C27q ,CC5"
,219_ _, .'1326 .fLY9 eCL56
,2272 .',_ 7 .£32q .CC-q_
,233_; .',qS6 .f'3q9 ,COCe
• 237/ .ff%93 .rjT_ ,CO_n
o 235;'o .'t61 .q , C__9_' ,C56!
• Z3v,3 .'_.C I .C'i23 ,,Cf61
• 237q ._£51 "C'_q_ -CO 6(
• 23_| .q'_/'_ ,Cq 73 ._C59
• 226h • 43"C "Cqg_ -CC£'_
• 217_ ._177 .C523 ,CC 55
• 2_/.5 ,3_75 •PS_ eCCq2
• l(,_? '_ .373; .['573 ,['6"19
• 17 e'''_ .JqqH .C_Tl_ .CCCl, .-,
• 15,'_L_ .312C • C ,'.,23 ,CCqO
• 13!% .Z7q6 "Co q7 °CC_%
• II '? ,232"_ .C¢_77 ,[7C29
,C_7 t* , IPSI .C697 ,CC22
,(2549 .1323 "C772 ,CCI5
off271 .$.735 .FTq7 ,f'CC7
.._['4_ .0133 .C/7C -,CCC l




































I_CHES) = lq,300 RADIUS IM£TERS) • '3632
INCHES) • 3,039 CHORD (METERS) • e0772
INCHESI = 1.5253 ZCSL (METERS) • 00387
INCHES) " .2759 YCSL (METERS) - .0C70
INCHES) • ,0081 RLE (M_TER$) - 0000205
INCHES) • .0080 RTE (METERS) • .O0020q







AIRFOIL COORI)IN:_TES ON M,%NUFACFUI_ING SURFACES - STATOR 1
I!,C_,F S r'_ETF _,S
lC Y_' Y'_ Z( YH YS
-. c.q"c -. C,;C ,_Z ._C_6 .CC,_C -.CCC2 .tOt2
". [_(_ I 3 -. _C ,_,v .513L • C, 0C, 2 -.r'CCl , O[.;c 3
• ICC._ .023_, . C, 7 {2 / • c,b25 .Ccc6 .cClu
. 2 c,,., 8 .,L_2_ .12a3 .CChl ,C013 .CC33
,3CI I .O+CI , I_I l ,CC76 ,CL2O .CC_6
.4C15 • I [" 5:. .2 Z (_'.4 ,C|r2 .0C27 .{]058
.bCI9 . l?_, i .2733 ,C127 .CC33 .eC69
• 7C27 • I 7[4. .3_6'_ .C)7H .CCN3 .CCF_9
.F[:3C .Zh/'] .3807 .C294 oCCq 8 .C_97
. '2[;3'_ .ZrjSi ._(._ .C22_ .FC52 .CLC'4
I • C('3P, .21'_: '_ .q33e • C 2r-'- q oCC5/_ ,Clio
l.lC_2 .Z32/ ._%_7 °C2_G .6C59 .CI16
I .2C._6 .2Li_ t .R? 2_ .C316 oCC62 °C|20
| . 3[q9 .25:.6 .ff_169 .C331 .CCbq .C|2,
1.'4Ch3 .2_,,,[_, ._97_ ,CJS7 .CC66 .C,l/,S
I .5C57 .2_,'/' .5(':_ .C3_2 .CC6_ .C128
I ,AC_! .27.;3 .5f_9 .E'_CP .CL_ 9 .C13L3
I o. ::65 .27'_;: .5)C2 .[ _3} °[C7[" o0130
l._!_*_ .273 _, o5L6'4 ° ['._&9 .C£b9 °6129
I .eC/2 .26(,_ . q9(_2 .C%hq • C [,.'-9 .C12/
2.L:c:le .2_.37 ._'£h .CSIC .CC67 .C123
2. I ".!_C . Z:.._ I . H69C .C53_ °CF_,65 .C | |9
2.2Cbh o2'_2_ .q'+7_ .CSI. I .COL2 .(]l I _4
2.3Cb£ .22EC .h21_ .F.SH& .CL5_2 oCIC7
2."0c;I °21[ L . 39['9 *C6}2 .{_653 oCL199
2.5[ _5 • I_"; .35 _9 .C637 °CCq_3 .C[3qO
2.&O cci • I_SL: .3135 *C6_'3 .CO_2 .C08C
2. 7}{ 3 • 1327 .2&&'_ .C6B_ oCOZ5 .C068
2._IC7 • lC7r_ .213C .C71_ .(C27 .C()5_I
2.91]C .u?21 . 152'_ °C13% occin oCb39
3._l l_ .C_3£e . _ _ [-"t.' .C/_,C .C£[}9 ,C022
3. ]C'52 ..[jf:_ _ .C 1%_. .C/P9 -oCCCI .CL][ )_
3, I I I_ -.5F) 7_. ,L'Cu'_ .C79[ -.CCC2 .OOG2
RADIUS (INCHES) = lq,B35 RADIUS (PETERS) • o3768
CHORD (INCHES) - 3o112 CHORD (PETERS) • o0790
ZCSL (INCHES) = 1,5627 ZCSL (PETERS) = o0397
YCSL (INCHES) " ,3079 YCSL (PETERS) " ,0078
RLE (INCHES) = o_08| RLE (MrTERS) • ,000206
HIE (INCHES) • ,_078 RTE (PETERS) - ,000197
X'AREA (S_, IN,) • ,5275 X'AREAISQ,METFRSI " "OOG3NC




AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - ROTOR 2
|NrHES M_TFpS
ZC YP YS 7C YP Y5
=.OCGO -,_098 ,0114 .O0"C -.0C07 .ooO_
.OOHO -,_055 .C180 .OCt2 -.0001 ,GO05
.0A55 ,_253 ,_653 ,0_17 ,_OCA ,0017
,1310 ,_58_ .1168 ,_()33 .OLI_ ,_030
, 19b5 ._905 , 16S9 .CO_F ,0023 ,OOq7
,26Z0 *12Oq ,ZlZl *C067 ,CU31 ,O05q
.3215 ,lq_4 .2_72 .0G83 ,C03_ ,0066
.3_30 ,174_ .3002 ._I_C ,OCqq ,0076
,4_86 • 1990 .340q ._116 .POSI eO() _6
,52q0 .2217 ,J772 .el33 .0C$6 .0096
,5_95 ,2422 ,q_gB ,riCO ,_¢61 ,0104
,65_0 .260q ,4379 ,C166 ,0O6b ,01II
• 7205 ,2762 ,q619 ,r183 °OCI_ ,Oil7
.7B_O o2Bgb °q820 enZ_C .O07U ,0122
._S15 o300! .49_3 ,f216 .OOl_ ,0t27
o9170 .3U94 ,5108 .r233 ,0079 ,Of 30
.9M25 ,3155 .9195 ,t_250 ,0_80 ,_13_
_ ,_q_O ,319t °_7q6 .C'266 ,0C81 *Of 33
1,1135 ,3200 ,_2S9 "CZ B3 "Oh 8_ '_13q
I, 17_0 .3184 ,623q ,C299 .0081 .Of 33
I,Z4q5 .JlqO .5169 °C316 ._bSr ,0131
[,3100 ,3067 .5065 ,0333 ._C7_ ,OlZ9
1.3155 .2966 ,qgI_ ,03qg tOC 7_ "0|_5
104qlO ,2833 ,fl721 ,r36_ ,CL72 ,_I ZO
L,6C65 ,2667 ,448B ,C3 _3 ,CO 6_ "0114
|057_0 t/q6/ ,qI9/ 00399 ,0C63 ,OIOl
t.e3_5 ,_232 ,3851 °cql6 °o_S7 eGO 9d
t,7t30 ,1957 ,3qqq ,0433 °OC_O *_087
i,768_ * 16q3 .2967 °_q4q o0Cq7 ,OOJ5
I,_34C ,128S ,ZqI2 erq6_ ,CG33 .0061
L._99_ ,_R78 , 1766 ,CqP2 ,rC2? *004_
1o965_ ,0420 °1009 ,C49_ ,0_11 ,C026
_.0_49 .,ooqq °0202 .mblq -°O_O! ,OOQS
2.0305 -,008; ,0126 ,0516 -,0_07 oOO03
RADIUS fINCHeS) = g,631 RADIUS (MrTEReI •
CHORD (INCHES) • 2,030 CHORD (NITER S) •
ZCSL (INCHES) • le06|S ZCSL (METERS) •
YCSL (INCHES) • ,35|3 YCSL {METEgSI •
RUE (INCHES) • ,0097 RLE IM_TERS) •
RTE (INCHES) • ,OOBq RTE (METERS) •




















,1J659 ,01o2 ._503 "rb] I CLO_ ,C013
• 131B ,C_0._ ,d_92 .C!J33 _CCI_ ,CO23
• 1977 ,_31 • 126_ .CQSO oCCI& ,CU32
• 26J6 ,C8_ • I_2_ ,_067 ,0G2 I ,CO_ |
" 3Z_5 *|Dq_ ,1966 ,_OOq ,CC26 ,COSO
.395q ,122_ .V287 "_|rC oOC3! ,005_
• q613 • lq_O .2597 ,el 17 ,_G3_ ,C_60
• h272 olbb_ ,2_92 ,C13_ ,CCq_ .C013
• 59J1 ,I /OZ ,316_ ,_I_! ,OON3 .CO0_
• 6S90 • IB313 ,3q02 ,CI_7 ,CCN6 ,OOd 5
• 72_9 • 19q3 ,3608 ,pIR_ .rCq9 ,C092
• 79Q8 ,20qO ,3782 "O2+l ,_052 ,C09o
,85_7 ,212[) ,3925 ,_21fl ,CCS_ ,elO0
• 9226 ,2163 ,q037 ,C23q ,CC55 ,0103
,9_5 ,2228 -q118 "C2bl .CC57 ,OIOS
I,CSqq ,2257 ,_169 ,C2_8 ,_57 ,_I0_
|,1203 ,2266 ,_18_ 'C2_S ,COS_ ,C1_6
1,1fl62 ,2251 ,_176 "PJr 1 .CLS/ ,_106
1,2521 ,2227 ,_13! "t_Jl_ .CC57 ,_lOS
1"318G ,217H ,9053 ,q33_ .CCSn ,CI03
I,3_39 ,2106 ,39q_ .C3_2 ,CCSW ,ClO_
l,q'+9_ ,2CI 3 ,379! ,CJbP ,_Cb 1 ,C_g6
I,$151 , lHg/ ,3603 ,PJSS ,OCqa ,009_
l,bBl6 ,17Sh ,337_+ ,Oqb2 ,C_q_ ,OOB6
106q2_ ,1S88 .3099 °rqlP ,Ct._q ,0019
l,/iJ_ ,1392 ,277S ,0q3% ,C03% .007_
1,77_3 ,I IbO ,239b ,0_$2 ,CO30 "OG_l
I'AhSZ ,0907 ,19_3 ,Ca_q ,_C23 ,ooS_
I "911 I ,0613 , l_3d ,rq_c ,CCI_ ,0031
1"q770 ,_280 ,_a3_ "_?b"2 ,_C07 ,0021
2,U354 -*COq9 ,0_06 ,C_i7 -,C_Ol ,00U5
2,0_d9 ",0091 ,GIZ_ ,PSI9 -,CG07 ,C003
RADIUS fINCHES) w 9.130 RADIUS (METER,) • .2319
CHORD (INCHES) • 2.0q3 CHORD (METERS) m .0S19
ZCSk (INCNIS; • i.Og3s ZCSL (METERS) • .0_75
YCSL (|NCNESI " ,2S3Z YCSL (METERS) • +OOiq
RLE (INCHES) • .0093 RLE (MFTERsI " ,000136
RT[ (INCHES) • ,O09e RrE IMETERS) • 1000_9
X'AREA (51e INe) • ,2169 X'AREAISGeNETfRSI m +000179




AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - ROTOR 2
d
I_CHES '_t. TF_+S
Zc yP ¢5 ZC Y_ YS
-.0000 -°00 @a °CO 95 "Ct_fC -*0[0_ °0002
o0_6 -.006! ._136 .CGC2 -.0_07 ,C003
,0607 ,010@ ,U419 ._C17 ,0C03 ,_O|l
.1333 ,02_3 .6734 +_C34 .0[07 ,OGL9
.2002 .0466 .1,]3_ .CCql .0El2 ,0026
,2b10 o06?l ,X32_ ,_C6@ ,0_16 ,003_
,3337 ,0776 .I_0! *C_@_ .0C20 ,0041
.'400_ ,0913 ,I_6S ,CIC2 ,GC23 .00 q7
°_6P2 .tO3@ .2tL5 *_Ll9 ,0C2_ ,OOS_
,$3_0 *I I ,2366 ,0136 ,0029 ,OObO
.6n07 • 12_2 .258_ ,C153 ,_C37 ,O06b
.b_l_ • 13qi ,2/ill ,QITC .0034 .0071
.7342 . 141H .2956 ,OIN6 ,_036 ,0075
,BOIO ,14_3 °J102 ,_2r3 .003_ ,0079
,8617 .IB3b .3221 oC22C ,C_39 ,0082
.9345 . IS76 ,J]ls .0237 ,OOqq *0084
Io0012 , 1604 .33@0 ,_254 ,OCq| ,OOflb
1,0619 o1619 ,341 ° ,0_71 ,OOql .CO B7
1.13_7 • 16ZI .3431 .02_8 .OOql .00_7
t,20l_ o160_ .341_ • 2JO= ,00_l .C0d7
Io26_2 *I_82 .J37_ *0322 ,0C4C ,0086
1.33_9 ,l_4l ,3302 ._33_ ,C_3_ ,00 @4
lo_Ol7 ,1484 .3201 o03S6 ,_C3_ oCOBI
I,46d4 ,l_ll .3070 ,0t73 oCC36 ,OOl@
1.5352 ,1323 .2906 .0390 ,0C3_ ,0074
1,6_19 ,1217 ,2709 ,OqO7 ,C03_ ,_069
1,6687 riO93 °2475 °_42_ _C2_ ,C063
l,$3_4 .09bO .Z203 ,n_l .C_2_ ,0056
I,_C72 .07aa :la@9 ._4SP .OC2O .00 _
1.93_7 ,0398 ,l 115 ,_q_ ,CGIO ,OOZ@
2,002_ .01_8 .O_ .C509 .000_ .0016
?._609 -,00_3 .G171 ,_23 -,_CO! .0004
_.0692 -,00@4 ._I01 ,C526 -.OGO_ ,UO03
_ADIUS (INCHES) • 9,530 RAOIUS (_ET[RS) • e2_21
CHORD (INCHES) • 2,069 CHORD (_ETERS) • +0S26
ZCSL (INCHES) • 1,0970 ZCSk (NET£RS) • e0279
YCSL (INCHKS) • e198q YCSL (_TKRS) • eOOSO
RLE (INCHES) • ,0092 RLE (_rTERSI • *00023q
RTE (INCHES) • ,0096 RTE (HETERSI • eOOO2qq
A*AREA (S_* IN*) • ,2Siq XeAR£A(SQ,M[TFRSI • *00016;





AIRFOIL, COORI)INATES ON MANUFACTURING SURF,,kCES - ROTOR 2
I_,(.,E 5
ZC yP Y5 ZC yp Y5
.,UCr? _,_02 ,_S_7 "CG_C -'COO? ,0002
• Oe 8_ -,C_ 6_ Ol IV
• .COl 2 ".0_02 .0003
,C67_ ,C062 .u3q_ ,CLI 7 ,C_C_ ,C009
,13q8 ,C197 ,C593 ,C634 ,CLC5 ,0015
• 2C23 ,6323 ,C032 "_C%1 ,CCO_ ,0021
,2697 ,Ch3? ,lc61 ,CG69 .CCII ,CG27
,33ll ,Lbq6 . 12_C ,CG86 ,C_14 ,0033
,4Cq5 ,C6q3 .1_89 ,C1C3 ,CC16 ,0038
,q/2C ,Cl3C • 1_/ ,C12C ,CC19 .00q3
,53_ ,C8Q6 , le7/ ,C137 ,CC20 ,OOq@
,606e .C_12 ,ZC56 ,OISw ,CC2_ ,0052
,07q2 ,U92H ,2221 ,C171 ,0C2_ ,0056
.Tql/ ._76 .2360 ,CISP ,CC2_ ,0C60
• BE'91 • ILI5 .L,a_ ,C2:,6 ,CC26 ,0003
,8765 ,ICq5 ._5_1 ,C223 ,C£27 ,G06_
,9_l? • ICO/ .2663 ,C2_r ,CL27 ,0068
:,_113 ,ICA O ,211& ,C2S7 ,0C27 ,OUe9
) ,G/_9. • ILB_ ,i;q& ,C21_ ,CC?a ,0C70
1, 1_52 , 1C60 .Z/q3 ,C291 ,_c27 .OOTO
1.2136 ,ICob ,2731 ,C3C_ ,0_2/ ,O07O
1,2_I0 • ICql .2691 ,C329 ,OC2A .GC6_
t,3_5 ,IC08 ,2&35 ,C3q3 ,CC26 ,_C67
I .'_159 .D964 ,25q7 ,03tC ,0C2_ .0065
I "4b33 ,Ugll ,2934 -_377 ,C_23 .0062
l,bSC/ ,Ce"l ,2295 ,C394 ,OC2? ,O05d
I'6182 .E772 ,2130 ,C_II .CC2C ,OOSq
I,_56 ,U_87 . 1o37 ,C_2_ ,OCI7 ,OOq?
t,/53C ,CSB9 .1715 "Oq4_ ,CCI_ ,OCqq
],_2Cq ,CMSO .1q62 ,Cq62 ,CC12 .0037
1.0878 ._359 • 1175 "O_RC .OCO9 .0030
t.9_53 .b22_ .0_53 ,C_97 ,CC04 ,0022
L,C227 ,CC7_ .Cw92 ,Chin ,0002 ,0012
_._bl6 -,CC_ ,Olq3 ,C529 -,OCOI ,_004
20C9CI -,C719 ,_C93 ,C531 -,CC02 ,0002
RADIUS (INCHES) • lO,OZ? RADIUS (METERS) I .2Sq7
CHORD (INCMES) • _,090 CHORD _METERS_ • "0_31
ZCSL (INCHES) • l.lO?l ZCSL (METERS) I ,0282
YCSL (INCHES) • ,ISON YCSL (METERS) • ,003@
RLE (INCHES) • ,ODE'! RLE (MFTERS) • "000221
ETE (INCHES) - ,0093 RTE (METERs) • ,0a0236
X'AREA (S@, IN,) • ,2_71 X'AREAIS@*METERSI . eO00IS3
6ANHA'CHORD(DE_,)• 31,$0 GAMMA-CHORO(RAOe)m oSN9@
105
TABLE XXlll(e)
AIRFOIL COORDIN S,TES ON MANU.FACTURING SURFACES- ROTOR 2
%










































X'AREA (SQ, IN,) •
bAWMA-CMORD(OEGeI•





































• _L 3q .0CC3 ,0013
•_Ob2 *Og06 ,C017
•0C_9 ,000_ ,C022
• C086 ,0010 ,C027
• CI r3 ,0012 ,C03l
"6171 ,0013 ,O03b
• Cl3_ ,OOl_ ,C039
•0155 ,OGla ,GOq2
•0172 ,OCI7 ,OO_6
• _!9_ 00C17 .COq9
•02C7 ,_Cla ,COSl
• C22_ ,COla ,OObq
• C2_1 ,OLl? 0U055
• C2S8 ,0_1_ ,C056
• C276 ,C01n ,0OS7
•C293 .COla ,005/
• 031C .COl_ _OOSl
• C371 ,q_17 ,CU56
• C3q_ oCCI7 ,CO_
• C362 ,_Ol_ .COS3
• C319 ,CGI_ ,0050
• 03 q6 ,OUlq *OOq/
• _qlq *CCL2 oOOqq
DON31 *CCll ,COqO
• 0qq_ ,C_U9 ,0035
• Cqb5 ,PC_7 cO030
• 0_82 ,C_O_ ,COZ'!
• 0508 .00_3 ,001/
• 0S17 .CCQI .DO10
• 0h32 -.CGO_ ,_OO3
• Oblq -.ql'02 ,OOOZ
I0,S28 RADIUS (METERS) •
2,IO3 CHOR0 (METERS) •
101181 ZCSL (METERS) •
,1161 YCSL (METERS) m















AIRFOIL COOROINAIES ON MANUFACI-URING SURFACES - ROTOR 2
%
INCHES _,k TEN5
ZC ¢P Y_ ZC YP YS
-'O0_'C -'0073 ,Cr.7a "_I]CC -'0CC2 "0002
• CO ts -,GO 64 ,CO 94 ,C_2 -,CC02 ,C002
,0681 ,Or07 ,L2_r] ,0017 ,CGOO ,C0d6
.1362 .008i ,C39_ .C03g ,0CC7 ,[010
,_C_3 ,01q8 ,0649 ,r[52 .CtCq ,C014
,27_4 .O_b@ ,O69q .C_ ._CC% oCO|@
.3qO4 ,b261 ..3A32 .CE86 ,CC07 ,OOZl
.'47_,O ,034_ . 1r_89 ,_121 .0CC9 ,002_
,5_1 .0381 .l?_ ,f:,138 ,_10 0C031
.6128 .LqOl • 1318 .C1h6 ._10 ,0033
,b_O_ .G_26 , 1423 ,_173 ,COIl ,0036
,749_ ,0q39 • 1521 .C19C .0_11 ,0039
• 8171 .0446 ,1608 .Czr_ .CCII ,Goql
.HHb2 ._C . 1679 .C22_ .COl ! .OOq3
.+t_3 ._4bC . 1734 .C247 .CCI 1 .00'tq
t.[;213 .,3q_ .1171 .C2_9 .C_II .OOqS
1.089_ ,U4_C ,1792 ,_277 .0011 ,C0_6
1.151_ ,bg_9 .1797 .C29q ,OC! I .C046
1._2_6 ,C416 .17_0 .C311 ._CI! ._Oq_
1.Z931 ._3"_ , i 158 .CJ29 .C_IP ,C045
1.3619 .C37_ .1712 ,P3q6 ._CIO ,_Oq3
i.42Y9 ._3"_5 . |6hl ._3_3 .PLO9 .CO'+2
1,$661 .U_91 .l_7q ,1_ 9_ .CCO_ ,C038
I "63ql ,OZ6_ • | 3_0 .C" _ .C_C7 ,C035
1,7P_2 .uZ2b ,1231 .C432 ._CC_ .C031
|.@38_ .Olq[ .C9Z4 .C467 ._COq ,C023
1,9_e_ ,0093 .L74! ,G_84 ._C07 ,COl9
£,97'16 ,O0q2 .0531 .0502 ._01 ,0014
Z._421 -,0_1_ ,_3lb .0519 -.OOO0 ._008
2.|0JC -,0q63 ._1_2 ,Cb34 -,C[C2 ,C003
2,11C_ -,U+,69 .u07'l ,Cb36 ".CUC2 ,COU_
RADIUS (INCHES) • 11,128 RADIUS (METERc) • .28Z7
CHORD (INCHES) • 2,111 CHORD (METERS) • cOS]6
ZCSL (INCHES) • I,IZS9 ZCSk (METERS) • ,0286
YCSL (INCHES) • ,0871 Y¢SL (METERS) • ,0022
RLE (INCHES) • .0078 RLE (_rrERS) • ,000198
RTE (INCHES) • ,0080 RTE (METERs) • eOOO203
X'tREk (S_. IN,} • ,1919 X'AREAIS_.METFqSt m 0000124
GAMMI'CNORDIDE@. )• ql.q_ GAMMAoCHOROIR_O. )• e7_29
IV.7
TABLE XXlll(g)
AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - ROTOR 2
• f
IhCHES hE TEf!S
Z( yP YS 7C YP Y5
-'OCCN -'0070 .0C72 "CG_C -'ccC? '0002
.0013 -,0063 .OCBa "CC 12 "._007 .0002
.06_2 -.OOil .0202 ,CCI_ -,OGO0 ,OOO5
.13_N .0042 .C328 ,PC3b ,CC01 ,CO08
• 2046 .0089 ,L449 .0G62 .0_02 ,OOI |
.2721 .0!32 ._565 *C069 *CC03 ,00|4
,34L9 .016_ .Ce75 ,CC_7 ,OOG_ .OOi7
,4091 ,U2_I ._180 .CIC'q ,OGO_ ,0020
,'_773 ,U227 ._B_C -0121 ,0C06 ,0C22
,b455 ,bZHP .C975 .0139 ,C0C6 ,_025
•6137 ,0263 ..IC64 .CI_6 ,0C07 ,C027
•6819 ,C27J -l|4B *C173 ,OC07 .CO_?
,75C1 ,027_ .122R .Clg! ,0C07 .CO3I
.Ble2 .C279 ,1301 ,C2C8 .CGC7 .C033
,8864 ,027e ,1363 ,C27_ ,f007 ,0035
,V546 ,02/C .IHl( .C2_2 .CCC7 ,0036
i .02_8 ,0263 . |4Rh ,_26C ,CEG7 ,C037
I,C91C .02S5 ,.1q64 .C277 .COC_ ,C037
1,15_2 .02q4 ,, Iq7C .C29_ ,CCC6 .CO 31
1,221q oO2J_ ,1462 ._312 .ccO_ ,C037
1,295, .0218 ,1439 ,£32q ,£006 ,C037
1,36J/ ,0203 ,1403 .034_ .CLO_ ,C036
l,q319 ,01_6 .1353 .C3_W .OcO_ ,OOJq
l,Sr{ , ,_lu7 .1289 .C3_I .OCOq ,OOJ3
1.5_b3 ,01_7 ,1211 ,£398 ,0C0q ,0031
1.6365 ,0125 .|119 ,C416 ,C003 ,002B
;.7[._l ,OiGI .1012 .Cq33 .0C:_3 ,C026
1,17/9 ,0076 ,0891 .C4_C ,_02 ,0023
1,84| i ,0051 ,_7S6 .C_a_ ,CC01 ,0019
1.9092 .0023 .0606 .CNBb ,OCOI ,0C15
]09//H -,00_6 ,Oqql ._0_ -.CCOC .OGII
_0&_56 "00035 0G261 ._570 -,CO01 ,OOC/
2, IC6_ -_d061 ,Gr?O .0S3S -._007 .0_02
),1138 -,0065 ,0069 ,_537 ".C_07 .GC02
RADIUS (INCHES; • 11,627 RADIUS (METERS) •
CHORD (INCHES) • ZolIN CHORO (METERS) •
ZCSL (INCHES} • 1,1307 ZCSL (_ETE_S) •
YCSL (INCHES) • 00668 YCSL (_ETERS) •
_LE (INCHES) • ,0074 RLE (MrTERS) •
RTE (INCHES) • ,O07q RTE (METERS) •
X'AREI (SG, INo) • 01717 X-'_REA(5_o_EYERS)e






















-*00CL? -*0065 ,_C6O *o0r"c -*CCO2 *0002
• C_'_ -o006! .Ol) 7_ oOOC? ",PCC? ,COO2
,06d2 -.0026 ,_16_ *0017 ",0001 .OOCq
, 136_ *OOll .Q266 *0035 *CCOC *0007
,20_6 ,0046 ,_363 -0052 *CO01 ,0009
,2728 *b_373 ,_.9!_4 oCOb9 eCC02 .0012
• 39LC .QO97 .W540 .C0P7 *COC2 ,00lq
• _92 .0118 .0&23 *Clqq ,Of;b3 ,0016
.q77,4 .OlJq ._702 ,Ci?l ,C003 .0018
,Sq_o ,u140 ,_777 ._139 ,O00q ,0020
._138 .01'_5 .';_4R .CISA .C_04 .0022
,_20 .hi60 ,GgIA o0173 ,C0_4 ,_023
• 7502 *_lO0 ,OYRU "Flgl *COO_ ,C026
• _18, .ulS! ,lO_!j "O_n_ ,CCOq .0OZa
.Bg66 .GIS_ .109] oC22_ .0CC_ .C028
,95q8 .t_14_ . 113_ ,C2_3 ,CGCq ._229
t,02JC ,C13'+ • 1167 .C_6_ ._C] ,003_
1.0912 *bl2b . 118/ *C277 .C003 .OObd
I , lS/q .Of 16 .119_ ,C_9q .C_3 ,_030
1,2216 *OlOq • I|B? *_J12 *CbC3 .C03O
1.2968 *C'394 . 1172 *G329 ,_C02 .CC30
I+3A'_0 *00_2 *11_5 .03_o ,0002 .,]029
1"4322 *dO/O .llO_ ,C36q .0G02 .OO2M
L,,5004 *0'358 .105J .C381 .OCOI *0021
1.56H6 .0045 .G990 *_398 .OOOl ._025
Io63O_ .U033 *Ogl_ *C416 .CGCl ,00_3
l*7O_O *_)20 *Q_2_ -C433 ,OG_! ,O0_l
lo77_2 ,_301 ,u73J .0450 o_O t_Ol9
[ ,8ql 4 -o.jq07 ,Ch20 .C44n -eOOGO .OOl b
1,90¢6 -*_020 ,_99 "04_5 -oO00l .00£3
) *+718 -,{j j3+ ,_366 *C6 ]2 "._01 000_9
;.U46C ".GOq/ -.£220 .052C -.OCCI ,_006
2.11_2 -,O3&l ,0_61 .0537 =,OOO_ ,0OO2
RADIUS (INCHES) • 12.127 RADIUS (M_TER$; • "3060
CHORD (INCHES} • 2.11_ CHORD (METERS) • "0537
ZCSL i INCHES ) " 1.13q3 ZCSL (METERS) - o0288
YCSL (INCHES) " .OSO@ YCSL (METERS) • oOO13
ELE I|NCHES ) _ .0069 RLE (MFTERS) • oOOOl?S
RTE IINCHES ) = .0060 RTE (METERSJ • .000173
X'AREA (S_o IN.} • .IS09 X'ARE_ISOoMET_R$,• e000097






AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - ROTOR 2
INCIIE5 ._ETE;_5
ZC tP Y5 ZC YP YS
• 4 :O C .OOO? °0002
- OC 0 -.0062 r063 ." _ "
:00 4 -,0059 ,0070 .JO02 ",0002 ,9002
.0682 -.0034 .C|42 .00|7 ",0001 ,0004
,1363 -.0009 .U220 .CC35 -.COOP .000@
,20_5 ,0013 ._2e4 .nOS2 ._cO0 ,O00l
°2726 .0032 .036& .OOb9 .O00l .0009
.3408 .0049 .043_ .1_0_7 .OCOl .0011
.4090 .0063 .0501 .0104 .0007 .0013
.4771 ,0074 .0564 .0121 .C002 .0014
.5433 .0082 ._624 .0139 .C002 .0Olb
,613S .0088 ,_83 .OIS6 ,C002 .0017
,6@16 ,0091 ,0738 -0173 .CC02 ,0019
,74_@ ,C09! ,0791 ,0|90 ,0002 ,0020
.8|79 .0089 .C842 .0208 .CO02 .OOZE
,8861 .008, .0889 °0225 .0002 .0023
,9543 ,0077 ._930 .0242 .0C07 .0024
1.022_ ,0071 .0960 ._2_C .CGU7 .0024
1,0906 ,_O&4 .09@I .0277 .FC07 .OOZ_
I, 1587 .COSb .0992 .0294 .0001 .0025
1,22&9 ,_0_9 ,0991 ,0312 .0001 ,0025
I ,2951 ,0041 .09_I ,0329 ,0001 ,002S
1.3632 ,C033 .G960 .0346 .0001 .0024
1,4314 ,0025 ,0920 *0364 .0001 ,0024
1,499b ,0017 ,0887 ,0381 .OOOO .COZ3
[,ball ,_009 ,0@36 .039@ ,CCO0 ,002|
I._35q ,0000 .0775 ,0416 .0000 ,0020
1,7040 -.000_ ,_703 .0433 -.C_O0 .qOl_
I .7722 -,UOI_ ,_62;3 ._4S0 -DO000 ,0016
1 ,H4C4 -,Om2_ .0S2@ ,0467 -.OOOl .0013
1,90_S -.0033 ,0421 .04@_ ".C001 .0011
1.97_7 -,0041 ,031_ .0_02 -.rOOf .OOOa
2,0448 -,0C49 .0|92 ,051@ -,O00| ,000_
_, I067 -,UOb7 ,C072 .0535 -.OGOl ,0002
2. 1130 -.0l]51 .006_ .05_7 ".COOt .O00Z
RADIUS (INCHES_ • 12,627 RADIUS (METER,) •
CHORD (INCHES) • 2,113 CHORD (NETER$)•
ZC_L (INCHES) • |,136S ZCSL (METERS) •
YCSL (INCHES) • ,OqO3 YCSL (METERS) •
RL[ (INCHES) • ,0065 RLE (NR_ERS) •
RTE (INCH(S) • ,O06q RTE (NETERS) •
X'_REA ($@, IN, I • ,1313 _-AREAIS@,_EI_RSq-













TAIl LF+ ××lll<j i
AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - ROTOR 2
I P+t. ++,P...+
,'ik TF,. 5
-'OU_R -.00S7 .G[]b+ "OWm_ -'CdOt ,0001
,0_ =,_OSh ,006.+ .CCMI -,PGOI ,O001
,06_ -.003/ ,_121 .P_I7 -.cOOl .OOq3
• 1362 -,Ofllq ,% tl_3 .CC35 -.FGOC ,00Oh
• 2CS2 -.COOl ._24J -_2 -,CCOC ,0006
,Z723 ,_015 ,_01 ,00_9 ._CO_ ,0008
• 34_4 .002_ ,OIS_ ,C_@ .OrO! ,_009
• 40@5 ,O0'+l .C,)14 -0104 .C001 .0011
.47bb .0052 .U46} -_121 *OG_I o0012
.5m41 .b062 ._19 ._I3B .P_02 .OOlJ
._12! _007_ ,C66_ ,016_ ,C002 ,001_
._+0d ,001o ,w61_ *C173 .C002 .COl@
• @I/G .OCBa ,t. 713 -0_ *C002 .0018
• 8_51 .O08q ._759 .C_25 o_002 .001_
._532 .CO91 .CaO_ .0_"2 .0002 ,0OZO
l.Q212 ,COq2 .0B37 .0259 .0002 ,0021
1.0893 .L.092 .L:_63 .02Z7 *_007 .0022
I. 1514 ,U_O ._79 .0294 .CbO2 .OOZZ
1,2255 ,UU81 ,08eb "OJ! 1 .0002 ,C022
1,2936 .LOb_ .U881 ,P.S29 ,_C02 ,_02Z
1.361A ,0079 .L;_67 .C34_ .CC02 ,_022
I'42v/ .L_;_ ._4 .C343 ,riCO2 .C021
I . 492H ._C68 .UOIC ,O_P .C_2 ._0_I
I.$6_9 .0059 .L767 ._39+ .C002 ,0019
I ,63h_ ,bC_P ,C713 ,_qi_ ._C0l ,001@
|, 7C_I .CO_2 ,C6N_ °0432 ._l'01 ,COla
1.77C_ ,0C2_ ,_I_ -C_5C ,C['UI ,O01b
I,+3@2 ._Olb ,LN92 .U_67 ,PuCO eCOi3
1.9C63 ,_OrJO .bJgp .C4A_ .0_00 ,COIO
l* 97g_ -,0016 .0294 .m501 -,qLOP ._C07
2.( '+_h -.U03_ .C179 .Cbl9 -._[01 ,CO(IS
2._C48 -.rOSI ,C066 .C_35 -.OCOl ,0002
2. I ICo ",OOS3 ,I_S_ -C536 -.COOl ,COOl
RADIUS (INCHES) • 13,1_6 RADIUS (NETER_I • 1333q
CHORO (INCHES) • 2e111 CHORD (METERS) I .0S36
ZCSL (INcHEs) • lel37_ ZCSL (METERS; _ ,0289
YCSL (INCHES) • e0367 YCSL (METERS) • ,O00?
RLE (INCHES) • ,00S9 RLE (MrTERSI • 'OOOl_O
_TE (INCHES) • eGOS@ RTE IMET_Rs) • '0001q7
_=AREA (SQ, INe) • ,1113 X'AREAISQeMETERSI• '000072







AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACI URING SURFACES - ROTOR 2
INC_L5 I:ETF_S
ZC YF YS ZC yP YS
.,00C0 -.0054 ,_cSq ,GUCr -,0[01 ,6001
,UcS5 -,0052 ._C59 .CCCI -,CCOI ,OOOl
,06_C -.003b .01C7 ,CC_7 --CGCI .0003
. 1360 -.0fl16 .UISq -PC35 -.PGOO .0004
,20q0 ,00_I ,u'2lC .CC52 ,CCCO ,00O_
,2720 .0019 ._| ,COA9 ,00C0 ,0007
,3qO0 .OC3e .0312 -CC _6 ,006! ,0008
.40_0 ,6053 ._362 ._104 ,OCO! .0009
.4760 ,C07O .C412 .0121 ,0002 ,OOJO
._439 .U_d6 .04_2 ,C|3@ ._002 ,00|2
• 6119 ,0102 ,C_II -0155 -0[C3 ,0013
.6799 .011_ ,_60 ,C173 ,CG03 ,0014
,1479 .GI3q ._09 .019C .0003 ,0015
,8159 ,015! ,_65# ,0207 .COOq ,C017
.883_ .C181 .C707 .022_ .00Cq .00|8
.9519 .(:1_4 .C75b .C242 .0005 .0019
.01_ .C1_9 .Cb02 .0259 ,000_ ,0020
,0819 ,[213 ,0839 .0276 .0505 ,0021
.1559 ,6223 .LF6L_ .C29_ .0606 ,0022
,2239 .b229 ,G88[ ,0311 ,0C06 ,0022
.2,1_ .0233 .G88_ ,C32P .ffC0A .002Z
,3699 ,_33 ,Ob7_ .¢3qS ,_0_ ,0C22
• 4219 .C228 .G86[ .C363 .C[Oa ,0021
,4959 .C:220 ._832 ,038C ,Cb06 ,OO21
,_39 .C20H .L793 ,0397 .CCCS ,002C
.631h .0192 ._742 00414 .CCOS .0019
,6_98 ,C17_ ._679 .0432 ,O_CN ,0017
, 7A7t_ .CI_? ,0604 oCNqq ,C_C_ ,0015
I.e35_ +CII_ ,051_ o046_ ,PC03 ,OOlJ
1,9_3B ,C064 ,_421 ,C48_ ,60C2 ,0011
1,97!8 ,_0#5 .C31r ,C501 ,CCOI ,_00_
_,039d ,COCO ,C187 ,C51_ ,_GOC ,_005
2, I025 .,OOq5 ,0062 ,G53_ -,C001 ,00[12.
_,1C78 ",CCq9 ,C052 ,0535 ",C001 ,_001
RAOIUS (INCHES) • 13,626 RADIUS (MrTER_) • ,3N61
CHO RD (INCHES) • 2,108 CHORD (METERS) • ,0S3S
ZCSL (INCHES) • I,1312 ZCSL (METERS) • ,0289
YCSL _iNCHE5) • ,Oq06 YCSL (METERS) • *00|0
RL_ (INCHES) • ,005S RLE IHFTERS) • oO00lqO
RTE (INCHES) • ,0053 RTE (_ETERS) • *O0013S
I'IRE_ [S_, IN,) = ,0917 X'ARE_(Se,NErFRS,- *0000S9







TABLE XXIII ( I )
AIRFOIL COORI)IN,\TES ON MANUFAC[ URIN(; SURFACES - ROTOR 2
[ _'_C ,_£5 ilF. TE_S
Z( YP Y5 7C YP YS
) ) -- 1
" "
,_679 -,tlU29 .LO_ .CC17 -.CCOI ,OOO2
.1358 -.cnO_ .G136 .CC3_ -,0000 ,00 Q3
,2n36 ,l,_12 .EIQC ,C_..52 .CCCFI ,OOq6
,2715 ,LUJN .C222 .F069 .CCIII oCO00
.33')_ ,00_ .027_ .COB_ ,CCCI ,E'OO/
• 'IC73 ,00'_3 .'_3_3 -CLC3 .CCC2 ,QOGd
.#752 ,U1uV ,u373 ,0_21 ,OEC3 ,00 o_
,5431 o0131 .L_2u .CI3_ ,CUE3 ,CO_l
.611_ .O1&a .L#7_ .C155 ,CO0# ,COl2
,61_ ,CLOt .&530 ._177 .KOC5 ,OOlJ
.7Nbl ,L23C .05_% ,0}9C ,CbOA ,OOZ5
,01_6 ,C2&J ._&#_ .0207 ,0007 ,OOL6
._2S ,t)3G _ .C_99 .C22N ,Cn0_ ,0DI8
.950_ ,C]3Ju .CLUE .C2ql ,6009 .0019
i ,O|H3 ,5377 .L82_ .C2_9 ,0LLO ,0021
1,0862 ,C._tb ,L879 .0216 .CCI I ,0022
1,15_0 ,_'(_e ,C_23 .0293 .COIl ,0023
1.2219 ,b4_'/ ,L95_ ,cJl[ .CC12 .002_
1,2898 ,C_']'4 , .97! ,032# ,Ot12 ,0025
_,3511 ,L.'_O ,_97_ .C3#_ .CCi2 ,0_25
],_2%6 ,O'_'_9 ,L96') .C3E2 ,CE'I2 ,CQ2N
1.5613 ,c4ol .0901 ,0397 ,OCI2 ,C023
t,62_2 ,C'{33 ,GAq7 .C_ _ ,COl! ,_022
_.o_ll ,L37_ .6740 .C_31 ._5_0 ,6020
I ot)327 ,62'9_ ,0600 ,0]q66 ,0C0"7 ,QO I5
I_9OC'.o ,0227 ,O_S& ,C_83 ,C_06 ,0012
t,76_7 .ijL4_ .U3_6 .05CC .PLOW .0009
2,'13_*, ,(JOb8 .OZO8 ,(?_17 ,qGOt ,0005
2. :C')C -.OO35 .00%7 .q533 -,0_01 ,OOdl
2.)Oq_ -.0.3_2 .00'47 .053_ -,0001 ,O)]q I
RADIUS (INCHES) • lq,Zl6 RADIUS (M_TERSI • 0361)
CHORD (INCHES) • Z,|O_ CHORD (METER$I • e0_35
ZCSL (INCHES) • 1,131_ ZCSL (METERS) • _02@7
YCSL (INCHES) m ,OSQq YCSL (METERS] • *00|3
RL.E (INCHES) • ,OO_ RLE (MrTERS) • oOOOiZq
RTE (INCHESI • .OONS RTE (METERS) = ,GO01 |N
X'AREA (SQ. INt) • ,069N X-AREA(SQ,M£TER$1e "OOOOq_












AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR 2
_ADIUS fINCHES) • 9,270 _AOIUS (METERS, " ,2360
CHORO (INCHES) • 2,22q CHORD (METERS) • ,OSbS
LCSL (INCHES) • |,2187 ZCSL (METERS) I 10310
¥CSk (INCHES) • .2635 YCSL (METERS) • o0067
RLE (INCHES) • ,OOSO RLE (M_TERSI • ,OOOI27
RTE (INCHES) • oOOq8 RTE (METERS) • oOOO122
_'AREA (S@o IN,) • oI3Z8 X'AREA(SQeMETERSs• ,OOOO86










AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANIJFACa URING SURFACES - STATOR 2
I l" C P!I'- '_ : LTER5
2C yP 'f5 .7( YP YS
-'L]i' 2t] .,_r, bq .C_57 °C'L_C' -'OC. CI .C(Jbl
. C r;:5L" -.CC3! . ,.(_7 e_ .?.:CI -.CCCI . oorJ2
o" 719 .Llc;u .C_371 .CC,.'IP .C?CCJr. ._c]{}9
• 1'43_ • L, q3V .067_ . ['!337 .CCI I ,00! 7
.215_ .(3673 .E:9/7 .EJ55 .Ci]17 .0C]2b
.2,.7,.' .CL'9_ . 1265 .C[73 .C023 ,0032
.3'.96 • 1 t 1'_ • lSq_b ._'/! .O02n .0G39
• q315 • 1321 , I_!IC_ .C1 l[" .CC, 3_1 ,C0_6
.'>::,3b • 151:-, .2C'77 ._ |2_ .CC3_ .Ci]53
.blb_ • 17El .2/!31 .Clq_, .CC'i3 ._LIb9
• 71_2 . ir'_SR .2839 .?183 .CG52 .C07I
.7911 .z2[_(i .3C'IS .C2721 .PC56 .r_07/
• ._,< 3 I ./33_ .31_,P .r. 219 .CC59 .COSI
• ";-_% _ ,2.qC .3328 .C2_7 .gC62 .COr3b
1 ._!" ._'1 .,c'Bi') . 3_436 °e/q6 , _{. 6q °COO/
I.:_'/_L .Z5)3 .351 ! ._._Tq °r£65 ,CCbi
] . _.5L59 ._6[3 • J555 .C.;92 ,CC56 ,CC!gC
1.2222 .Z6F_ _. .3_A_ .C_ I I ,C{_6£ ,CF9 |
_.2V'*e, ./5_,_ .3.c.q,_ • f'._2_ . C_I,6_, . C [,%'{.;
_.3<:'_5 .zS',,' .._bC_ ,: 3q/ onC;6c, oCtih_
I.q3,_-_ ./qbC .3_,lt -. .CJ6_ .C663 .CCL/
i.ql ._o • ,c3_- _ • 33 C_',l .C30_ °CC6I .OC('H
1.5,-,23 ,_2 _I .31he ,C'"(? .C('Sl: °C('bC_
i.t'_<_Z .2lL/ .Z97/ ,C4PC oC( 5'_ °CC76
1.7261 . 195_i ._/76C .g'i3F: .CLSO .CC?O
l./_;hl • 17(.I ,25C, 2 .C_57 .rCq_ ,C06H
l.bldL} • 1536 .2ZI_" ,(;'17__ .CC, 39 .Cf_Sh
2.C19J .L(_,_ • 15C'_ .C512 ,C[2b .0C38
,c. 1577 .L33L .b59B o,"]5_8 ,,CCC_, .COI5
2.'c2_J -ocC3C .LG94 , ']b_,G -,_uCI ,COC2
Z.2297, -.C053 .uC6/ ,C5_6 -,CGC l .OL] r32
RADIUS (I_CMES) • 9,700 RADIUS (METERS) " *2q6N
CHORD (INCHES) • 2,23G CHORD (METERS_ • 00566
ZCSL (INCHE_) " 1,1885 ZCSL (METERS) - ,0_02
YCSL (INCHES) - ,2375 YCSL (METERS) • ,0060
RLE (INCHES) • ,0053 RLE (METERS) • "000|36
RTE (INCHES) • ,0052 kTE (METERS) • ,000132
X'AREA (S@, IN,) • ,lqBI X°AREA(S@,MET_RSI m ,000096













-.LI'C .,_['5H .CCS9 'C_C -oCCCI -C0(!1
oLCS_ -ouC,Jn .C081 .Cj'LI --COCI .C002
• C721 .UI? _ ,_375 ,_Ip .CC04 .COlO
, IN_2 .i) 3_'_ ,_2 ,C_37 ,CCI_ ,C017
.21_2 .L_/ ,L.977 ,C]_ ,_CI_. ,CC25
,2_¢3 oG_I2 • 1261 "CC 73 .CC21 ,C032
._ALH • ICl : • 1533 .C_92 ,COC_ .CL_3_
,_+325 • 1191 . 179q _I 1C oC(,_C
.... .C0_6
,_7_7 ,1555 ,22_ ._l_b ,CC39 ,CC5_
"12Ca , 1_ _'" .2732 "CI_3 ,CC_g ,C069
• _2_ ,_f:2_ ._92b .]2c'1 ,CC5] ,CC;_
°_ _5'; ,z I_'d ,30_9 oC22C .C_5S ,CU78
.gj;; .Z2"'l • _221 ,C2?P ,ccS7 oC082
i .t t'VZ ,2393 • 3322 ,_256 ,PC59 oCC_
l,i*_13 .Z315 .3391 ,CL)_ ,CC6C ,OuS&
1.1534 ,2<[_ ,3q3! ,_2q3 ,CC61 oCOB7
L.2_b_ .Z_I I .3NWC "r 3 } 1 ,CL61 ,Cqb/
1,2q7_ .Z39L .J_19 ,T33C ,CC6I ,_OB1
I. 36',_ ,235_ ,J3_7 *C3 _ ,CC6C ,_086
] ._ql ; .22_3 .3986 "C3 _ 6 ,CC5_ ,C083
I "r'13_ ,2X'. ; .2112 .C _a_ ,CCI_A .CO_ I
I,b_% _ ,2C ,7 .3(_29 ,C_C3 ,CC53 ,CC77
1o¢_1, • I%_3 ,k8S2 .C_21 oCCSQ ,C072
1,73/: .IG"'_ .2_ql ,C_._9 ,C_H6 ,CO6!
I "*'c2" • i621 ,23_5 ,_.5_ oCO_l ,C_61
I,H7_ ,IhI2 ,LII3 ,C_76 ,P636 ,O05N
|e_bL) ,112_ ,1792 "3 _w_ ,C[3C ,C0@6
2oCI_ .C911 .lt_3_ ,C513 .CC23 .0036
_*£_'-5 ._1_ ,102_ "C_31 ,CC]_ ,C026
• , I _25 .U296 .G56; ,r i'_9 ,OCC_ .COl_
} • _ 't'" -.[[ 22 ,£U_ , C566 -,CCC | ,COQ_
?,Z%_ -,CCb'+ .._ [76_ ,_b&P. -,OOCI ,CO02
RADIUS (INCHES) • IO,IO0 RAOIU5 (METERS) • oZS&S
CHO RD (INCHES) - Z,23_ CHORD (METERS) • ,0568
ZCSL (INCHES) " 1,1611 ZCSL (METERS) n .0295
YCSk (INCHES) - o2238 YCSL (METERS) • cOOS7
RLE (INCHES) I .0056 _kE (MFTERS) • .O00IN2
RTE (INCHES) " ,0055 RTE {METERs) • *000139
I'AREA ISg, INo) I ,1617 I'AREA(SGoMETERSI• oOOOlOq




AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR 2
INCHES I'ETEN5
ZC yP YS ZC yP YS
-.CLCO -,CC b6 ,0061 .OLDC -.CCCI .00{]2
,CC5'4 -,_C',O oC8_5 ,CCC. I ",CCOI ,CCC2
,0722 ,D156 .0382 'CCI5 ,CCCH ,COID
ol_q_ ,L361 ,0693 ,OC37 oCCC9 ,CCId
,21_6 .ES_q .GgS9 ,CLE5 .CC14 ,CC25
,265S .C751 .1272 ,C273 ,CCIV ,G032
,361G +C,q3b .I_qL ,C_q2 ,C[24 ,C039
.q332 . i 112 . 1796 .Cl I0 .CC28 ,00_6
.505_ , 12_2 .2039 ._12_ .0C33 ,C052
.57_7 , 14_ 5 .2269 .tiN7 ,0C37 ._058
.6q99 • It_L2 .2q8o ,Ci6S ,CCq| ,O063
.7221 , 17q9 .269q ,C163 ,OCqq ,0068
,7V_3 • I_gC .2_79 .CZ02 .COw_ ,0073
.6665 .zO] i ,3C39 .[ 22C ,OOSl ,C077
,9367 ,2111 ,3167 ,C238 ,cG5q ,O0_O
.CIC9 ,21_7 ,3265 ,C25_ ,CCS6 ,0C83
.(;t 2| ,22_1 .3332 ,C2_5 ,CG57 ,C085
. 1553 ,227L ,337_ oC2g3 ,C_5_ ,00_6
,2275 .2;/KC ,3377 .C312 ,CCS_ ,C08_
,29v7 o226/ .33S5 ,C23C ,CC5_, ,_OBq
.37IV .ZZ31 .33C3 ,C348 ,CCS7 ,_08_
• _qqi .2173 ,3222 ,CJ67 ,CC55 ,QOOZ
.516q .2C_2 ,JllC .C38_ ,COS3 ,_079
.5S86 , 1909 .2967 ,C_73 ,005 i ,C075
.665_ , 186L ,27_Z ,C_Z2 ,_0_7 ,ocT)
.733C , 1711 ,25_5 .C_C .00_3 .C066
• ACSZ , 153_ ,23q3 .C459 ,C639 .0060
,E_77q ,1337 ,2C&6 ,Cq77 ,0C3_ ,0052
,gqV6 • I I 13 , 1752 oC_9£ °CC2_ oOOqq
2,C21_ ,_1 ,1397 ,C51_ ,0C22 .0035
2,_v_G .ESPY3 ,ICOI .CS32 ,_{}I_ ,C025
2, 1662 ,0272 ,OSq7 ,CbSC ,CCC7 ,COlq
2.233h -,d033 .CO_ .C567 -,CCCI ,C0_3
2,23h_ -,{Jess .CC_6 ,CS6 t_ "o_CCI ,0_02
RAOIU5 (I_CHES) - I0,500 R*OI_S (METERS) •
CHORD (INCHES) " 2,2)8 CHORD (METERS) -
ZCSL (INCHES) " 1,150_ ZCSL (METERS) •
YCSL (INCHES) " ,2156 YCSL (METERS) •
RLE (INCHES) " ,005B RLE (HFTERS) I
RTE (INCHES) " ,0057 R rE (METERS) •
X'AREA (S_, IN,} • ,17_9 X-AREAIS@,METERS).














," F,.T [ _ 'i
-'ZL "' .._ ,_ "_i,c'_ "Cb _'r -°('F.,C1 "C0()2
":': _7 -.tj""¢2 .CJ_, 9 .7',-_ ] ".('COl .0;;U2
. I ', id ._33J .',.,/_ _ 37
,; . L"t. G r,., . '9 ] |,.]
• "l 11 ,t]% I _ ° IL ' I • "LhS .r-'t:13 *(;02b
• . | ;;.t_'j °?'"Tq .COl _ .Cej:_3
• 3,,I'I .C._) I . lb.(. t .r " 9;: .CF.;22 ,CG3?
.').3 _3 • lii3/ • I_"_t i
• , k it" .C"26 ,_0"46
• "_"_,6 .llV_ .2,)3; .r :7'_ ,CL, 30 ,CObZ
• %;_(" * l _ .... .22AF .i I _7 ,rC3_ ,Ct](_7
.t,'_ ],i * I ) "": . 2:tr, z2 .r I ,',,, .',"i 3F ,C"6o3
• 723,_ ,1_, _'+- . 2_t-2. .!'lS_ .C{ q 2 .COe, 8
P_t_2 .l ;'J,_ .2_._hl .,'2.'_ .cc',¢_ .Ctl]2,(,
"d"_;c" * t :_'_ _ *;i ¢;w9 o7_2 i .f CClF. .CC/'O
.'_,2_, • 19"', • 312_ .t _3': *_151 .C()19
! , ]133 _ d',;(v .322J .r,57 .F6E3 .C_82
j .O_,b? ,?12,) , j2_C: -C2 76 , FF:5 _ . CCPJ q
) , 15,_i .215'- .3_27 .:zg_ .C555 ,COBB
1.23 ('_ .Zl /z .2335 .n313 .cr-5: .f'OQ5
;. ,372_ .21:,2 .J31q .C331 . F'C,5 _ .PUSH
I . 17'.,2 ./I _- ,J2a3 .rJ'+q .rcE'_ .(T083
I . '('_ I0 *,_ ?; .31i:2 • 73_'_: . n f_,53 .CC81
I ._2'-C .2t,,, t ,3C;2 .C38_ .C05! ,EOltt
l't_;2t • 19 _'¢ .293C ._,_r_ .,?G_'; .CG/_
1 .e_6'_! *l/t:3 .2/_;; .t?'(23 • C,.l'i5 .[d:r8
1. ?37 l . 16:_t' .2F_h3 "m'ql ,C0_2 .I'_L65
l'';'_)_ , l_'/ I ,231'¢
' • - - , . ,r_/_ *0{_33 ,C052
I ._5',2 • I '_*;, _( • 1 ]2 ¢; .C'_96 .rL;27 .COCIH
2.02/:4 • d F_2.1 . 1315" .0-51_ .t'G2 I .0(.] 3 B
., . L',94 ] .LSbo . L,"#E I .C53) .r.qla ,0025
/.I/L_ ,L2._2 ,OBZ, l ,C._52 .oCO7 ,COIH
2.Z I' o ..r ]3J_ ._lO] .']S#'g .._(,IJl ,CUI]3
/, z,_,t,_ -.;,79_ .... L'S_ .S'_?C -.r'O01 . C [',,d 2
RAOIUS (INCHES) - 10,900 RADIUS (METER ) • ,2769
C HORD (INCHE_) • 2.2N_ CHORO (METERS) • ,0S70
ZCSL (INCHES) • l,lq17 ZCSL (METERS) • ,0290
YCSL (INCHES) • ,2092 YCSL (METERS) • ,OOS3
RLE (INCHES) • ,0061 RLE (METERS) • '0001_6
_TE (INCHES) • ,0060 RTE (METERS) • .000152
X'AREA ISQ. INe) • ,1877 X'AREA(SG,METER51• ,000121




AIRFOIL COORDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR 2
Zc yp Ys
iIE. T E _,,-;
.ZC yp _S
-.000i] ..,3_3b i .'j0_5 .COr,_ -.CC, 02 .0002
• 00,6,3 - • b _"¢'4 .U0-_3 "r_Or•? -.C_2CI .0002
.:512,_ ._121 • f"0 I .CCI_! .?OG3 .C010
. iqb._ .,_:_0,_ ._/2d .fG37 oCLO_I .00i8
.21_33 .,._'_83 . 1_•_23 "[_0_' .01712 .0026
.2911 . i._651 ,13C6 .i_[_ 7q o F('_ I 7 # C[_.3 3
.3_,3',_ -'.3')1 ! . IL)/I .r"_2 .Cf. 21 .OOhO
• '_3_/ • J96"_ • lql7 .:,i I I .CC2N .0L1"¢6
.'_r_9-t • i ! 10 .2,_'47 .C129 .CC28 .0052
.5,}22 .12qq .226,2 "Ul _ .CP32 .C057
• _bO . 1 }E,M .2q!_,? "f'l /_6, .CO,}h .¢_C_2
.]278 • 150'_ .2636 "FI qr_ .0£2_ .0G67
._!I)36 • Io2 _ .2_03 "c2r _ .OCql .00;!
,_!733 • I ;3% .2 _!'0 .L .Chin ,0_]75
• ')_ul • |_3'_ .3 _2% "02 qm ,2f/N7 .CLlTd
! "CI _39 • |'_ I _ . J172 "C 2%c_ .C_q9 .0611
• - .[277 . CI:t3C .0C82
I, 16HI; .Z012 .327] ._2q_ .C051 .f;083
_ .237d .df_2d .j/,_5 ,[!3 I*_ .0C52 .00_]3
i.3lC,j .202_ .32,"'4 .C _33 .015 I .0083
1.3t_dh • [';5;7 .3214 .L35 I ,_( 51 .0082
1. _5%6 • 19q_ ,3139 .C27C .C050 .['080
I "h2_ • i_U .3C27 .C3H_ .rCH;_ .CO/ 2
I.oC| i .1709 .28£_/ .CNC7 .00'45 .0073
1,67_9 • 1821 .2716 .C_2_ ,CU_t3 .OOh 9
_.7#67 • It,'_2 .2",1"_ .0_'4_ .0C39 .O06q
I.q195 _ 13_45 .2279 .0q62 .0C3c, .0(358
l._zi . 12G5 .2i_09 .C_81 .0031 .C051
1.9650 • IL]bl . I 7L 2 .CN99 .002b .C0*13
2.037_ .ij772 , IdD9 .Chip .C020 .CO3q
2. : I_o .L_52{_ .0923 .Ch36 .C]CI 3 .CD25
2. 183,4 .02N i .[qq3 .f'5_ o_Ot}6 .120J'_
2.;!c'0o ..Ot!3d .LI; ._ .Cb72 -.OCtl .C003
;.;'hhl -._C" : ._t/O .C'513 -._002 .00['2
RADIUS (INCHES) • ||._00 RADIUS (METERS) • ,2896
CHORD (INCHES) • 2.256 CHURO (METERS) • ,0573
ZCSL (INCHES) " |.137_ ZCSL (METERS) • .0289
YCSL (INCHES} • .2020 YCSL (METERS) • .OOSI
RLE (INCHES) • .O06q RLE (#FTERs} • .000163
RTE {INCHES) • .0063 RTE INETERSI • .000161
X'AREA (Sg, IN.) • .20q8 X'AREA(S_.NETERSI= '000|32
GAMNA'CHORO(DEG,) • |8.?q GANHAoCHORD(RAD.)= e330S
i19
ITABLE XXIV(g)
AIRFOIL COGRDINATES ON MANUFACTURING SURFACES - STATOR 2
120
It Chl % t'E!Ef¢5





































































"SL 'e';! "CL r C "'_C.£[2 "Cb( g
.[C £H "C£ r_2 -,CLef ,CDC2
,Cqie ,£[ I_ ,CLC3 .0011
•L7Hb .FG 37 ,[_t_ •C019
.limb3 .CCB6 *CC_2 ,CO_l
. 1339 .CO7_ ,CC 16 ,C_3_
• le[5 .£093 ,C(_2C, 00_I
• lkSl .C112 ,Ct23 ._0_7
.2L 71 .C_2| ,_C27 .CC_3
• 22(!3 ,rlq9 ,_£3(_ ,0C58
,2_7; ,C 16_ ,_[33 ,C063
o2640 .CIP7 ,_036 .0067
• zT_O .C2C'_ ,0C:39 ,6011
•2922 0C22_ ,CC_I ,CO/M
.3131 -¢_61 ,Cq_h ,CO_C
• 31_ .c2_r] ,QCq7 ,CC_I
• 3237 .0299 .CC_8 .C602
• 32_1 ,C317 ,C6_8 ,C552
•3277 .C33a ,OCM_ ,0C_2
.317_ .[3<__.. ._[_fl. ,CObl
• 31C1 •_373 ,CCq7 ,C079
.299h ,_3_2 ,CCq5 .0C76
•2856 .C411 ,CCN3 •C073
•24 P7 ,<42_ ,CCHC 00068
.2_8/ .CWq_ ,OC3l ,C063
•d25_ ,C_67 ._C33 ,C05)
o1%07 ,O&85 ,_U29 ,0050
• I_8'4 .C%tq ,CE2_ ,C0_3
• 13'_ .C_23 .COI_ .OO3_
.G96_ .C_ql .C012 .002_
.C5_1 .CS6C .CC[;6 .O0!q
• LI 11 ,P677 -,C601 ,0003
.COT_ .0579 -.CCO2 .0002
II,gOQ RAO|US (_ETERS) " 03023
20279 CHORD (_ETERS) " .0S79
l,lqq7 ZCSk IMETERS) - 00291
01966 YCSL (METERS) " ,OOSO
00061 RLE (_FTERS) • .000171
00067 RTE (METERS) • *000169
02221 X'AREAI5q. MET_RSt• ,0001_3
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Z( Y_' YS ZL Yt-' YS
-.Cr F C ..L.C,_3 ,CC71 "OC. FC -,CLC2 *COG2
.f._"cq -,Oflq7 ,CIC!3 ,_C[}P -.r. oc.l °0003
• -J/"q ,C125 , _-43_, ,CC19 ,CCC] °OOil
• l_] .G3U5 ,6')_1 .OC3B .CO0_ ,002(_
.2231 ,!._75 , I IGC ,CCb7 .CEl2 .C02_
,297q ,C,6..'b .1395 .CC7_ .P.CI_, .( 035
,3"/ie ,L/(:o . l_a,' .CE '#_ ,_[20 ,_0'_2
• qL;t'2 .tePg .1916 .C?tl3 .fE. 2q .COq9
,b_C_ , lUqt: .21h3 .[13_ ,_E:27 ._.nb_
• r'-_9 , I IlL ,2_tqB ,CISI ,D/-3[" ,Cb&6
,6e_.i . 12¢,f .2633 .C17[ ,0E, 33 ._06q
°7qJ& o1397 .2b'_6 .El 89 ,C03_. oC(368
• _l_aC • lqL, q .2P39 °[.2f:P .CL3_ ,£0/2
._92h ° lb&6 .2961 ,C227 .C'f.;q[. °CQTq
. ¢i#,t_I .163_ .JL62 , (_2'_& , trill2 ,CO/8
I,C;'411 ,17¢23 .31q__ ,r. 2&q ,CC_3 ,0080
I,I lbb ,1764 ,3ZD5 ,C283 ,CC_% ,C(]_I
I. lSqt. ,:71._ .J23_ ,C3C2 ,CCqB .C_'_2
I .26'_2 .lb/', .32S3 ,C321 ,CCq6 , OC_2
I, 33_'r-:" * IflL'C °321¢; ,C3qC .C[.qb ,CC_2
I .ql_9 , 1777 ,31( 6 ,C359 .CC_S ,C6_6
1.q}'_13 • 1734 .31"&_t .C37_, .C(j_'t .Cb]8
l.h(-le ,1671 , 2_,' 7 '_ ,C397 ,C[;_2 ,£CIb
I . 63_,f. . ISb9 ,2C3q , C'i I 6 ,CCwE °CC72
I. IIL,'_ • L'#t:/ ,2_..e. 3 ,C'_3q ,CC3_ °C_,68
|.?t_q) , 13&t_ ,,_,62 °_hS3 ,CC35 oCC63
I,aSgl • _2,_'_. ,22 "_,'t, ,",t7P,. ,CC31 .£'.C]57
I . 932_, , IDL2 , lq_2 ,C_9| ,CC27 ,C050
2,0C/8 ,GB. 7'_' , la_,l ,C'blC .CL, Z2 .00'_2
z'.0822 .C, 675 .132q ,C629 .CCI7 .O03q
/. I _-;_5 , gq',9 ,Ug'_ ,_5qa .CCI l ,O02h
@.23C9 ,0702 ,L.B3._ ,n5_7 .COOb ,0014
2,2¢_9 I .,Otq2 ,L] 13 , t" ._ 8 q -*CC¢! ,CITE '3
2.3[}53 -,Ct't5 ,L_L.'/S ,C'5a6 -.['CC2 , C'OC _.
RAOIUS (INCHESI • L2,300 RADIUS (METERS) • .312q
CHORD (INCHES) _ 2,30S CHORO (METERS) • tOSi6
ZCSL (INCHES) • 1,|$66 ZCSL (METERS) • *029q
YCSL (INCHES) • el?q6 YCSL (METERS) • oOON9
RLE (INCHES) • .0070 RLE (M_TERS) • ,000177
RTE (INCHES) • o0070 RTE (METERS) - o000177
X°AREA (5_0 IN*) • e2389 X'AREAIS_oMETERStm *OOOlBq
GAMHA-CHORD(OEG$) m 16.8N GAMMA-CHORD(RAD,)m ,2939
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• ( ............. _
RADIUS (INCHES) • 12,700 RADIUS (HETER$) • ,3226
CHORD (INcHEs) • 20336 CHORD (METERS) • *0593
ZCSL (INCHES) • 101709 ZCSL (NETERS) • 00297
YCSL (INCHE S) • 0193S YCSL (_ETERS) • *OON9
RLE (INCHES) • ,0072 RLE (MFTERS} • 0G00183
_TE (INCHES) • 00073 RTE (METERS) • 0000185
X'AREA (S_o IN*) • 02571 X'AREA(SGoMETER$t• 0000166
GAMMA'CHORD(DEG*) m 15019 GAMMk'CHORO(RADo|= ,26S2
-'LJTFC,.. -'6CC_ .CL7N *C(JCf! -'CC{]? "COC2
• =_ 6e_ -*GC."/ ogle 9 ,PCC2 -,OC'C1 ,COC3
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.276_ .Cnkj .I/6C • f'C96 ,CC. 21 .CeLt5
• "'= 2 Zc . C_V(.q .2{316 • C.,I I_ .CC24 .CO': I
• _2'75 • if V3 .2'd'_7 ,_ 13q .CC2_ .CCS,/
• 8C_c/ . IklC .2_Ic_3 ,C153 ,CC3 I ,C.262
• _,783 • 131q .;'63_ 'C 172 .rE33 .CC67
• 7526 .LqC/ .7792 .Clql .CC36 .CC71
"r'_'C • I_,_F .2_2_ ,C2I I oC'C3r ,CC'Tq
• 5'i'_q • lSb? .3C 37 .C'._3C ,CC._E .CC/7
• t'l_ ) • 161'W .31_'c, .C_.q9 .CC_I 0CC7_;
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1._681 . i2S1 ,256q .t_7q ,C037 ,_Oe5
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ZCSk (INCHES) 8 102082 ZCSL (METERS) • 00307
YCSL (INCHES) 8 0207q YCSL (METERS) • 00053
RLE (INCHES) _ .0079 RLE (MrTERs) • .00020_
RTE (INCHES) • 00078 RTE (METERs} • *000197
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_AMMA'CHORD(DEG.I_ 130S: GAMMA'CHORD(RAOo)B 02359
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(INCHES) m 13,9S0 RADIUS (METERS) •
(INCMESI • 2,q6q CHORO (METERS) •
(INCHES) • 1,235W ZCSL (METERS) •
(INCHES) " .2qOO YCSL (METERS) •
(INCHES) • ,0082 RLE (MFTERS) •
(INCHES) • ,0019 RTE (METERS) •
X'AREA (SQ, IN') " o3299 X"AREA(SQ,METER$1"
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APPENDIX F
SYMBOLS AF_D DEFINITIONS
area - inches 2 (meters 2)
ratio of actual area to critical area (where local Mach number is 1.0)
distance along chord from leading edge of airfoil to point of maximum
elevation of airfoil above chord line - inches (meters)
a point on the suction surface of a blade halfway between the leading edge
and the point from which a Math wave emanates that meets the leading
edge of the following blade
distance from center of gravity to most remote fiber - inches (meters)
chord (aerodynamic on flow surface )- inches (meters)
diffusion factor, forrotor --- I-V'2/V' I+r2V02-rlVol
(r I + r2) V '1 o
forstator = 1-V3/V 2+r2V02-r 3V03
(r 2 + r3) V2o
displacement in the direction normal to the minimum moment of inertia
axis - :.riches (meters)
epse, the angle between rays drawn to a conical design surface, one ray to
the leading edge of an airfoil section, the second to some other point on the
airfoil (see Figure 23) - degrees (radians)
enthalpy
moment of inertia about minor axis
inner diameter of casing- inches (meters)

























linear spring constants - lb/in (hit/m)
- Mach number
- rotor speed (rpm)
- outer diameter of casing- inches (meters)
static pressure (psfa)
- _otal or stagnation pressure (psfa)
- distance from apex of design conical surface to point on blade - inches
(meters)
- steamline radius of curvature - inches (meters)
- leading edge airfoil radius - inches (meters)
- trailing edge airfoil radius - inches (meters)
- radius measured from rig centerline - inches (meters)
- cylindrical coordinate system, with z axis as rig centerline
blaae spacing - inches (meters)
total temperature - o R (°K)
torsional spring constants - in-lb/degree (m-Nt/radian)
blade maximum thickness - inches (meters)
rotor speed - ft/sec (meters/sec)
air velocity - ft/sec (meters/sec)
weight flow - lbm/sec (kg/sec)
(I/C)shroud cross.section/(I/C)airfoii cross-section above shroud
axial distance - inches (meters)












- metal angle, on conical surface, between tangent to mean camber line
and meridional direction at leading and trailing edge - degrees (radians)
air turning angle - degrees (radians)
- blade chord angle, angle between a chord line and axial direction (measured
in a plane parallel to z-axis) - degrees (radians): ratio of specific heats for
air
ratio of total pressure to standard p "ssure of 2116 psfa
deviation angle, exit air angle mivus tangent to blade mean camber line at
trailing edge - degrees (radians)
angle between tangent to streamline projected on meridional plane and
axial direction - degrees (radians)
efficiency (percent)
ratio of total temperature to standard temperature of 518.7°R
mass density - lbm/ft 3 (kg/meters 3)
solidity, ratio of aerodynamic chord to gap between blades
blade camber angle, difference between blade angles at leading and trailing
edges on conical surface, _3'* 1 -/3'*2 for rotors and/3*2 -/3*3 for stators -
degrees (radians)
- blade camber angle on plane of "unwrapped " conical surface 13' *! "/3 '*2-
ETE for rotors and/3* 2 -/3* 3 - ETE for stators - degrees (radians)
- total amount of chord line twist displacement - degrees (radians)






























bending vibrational frequency (cycles/see)
torsional vibrational frequency (rat_ _ms/sec
adiabatic
refers to camber definitions which include epse angle E (See Figure 23)
front
refers to front camber definitions which include epse angle E (see Figure 23)
inlet
leading edge
mcridional (velocity); mean camber line {angle)








station out of rotor or into stator
station out or"stator
relative to rotor
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